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Hardin Man Crushed To
Death In Truck Accident
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EXAMINING TOBACCO - Don Trimmer, left, national vice president of the Future Farmers of America. and seieral
Calloway County FFA members examine tobacco atthe Growers' Loose Leaf Tobacco Floor during Trimmer's visit. A
nativroi-iVoodaboia, Md.sTriimstetstrisitedseveral Incai agri-businesses and Cailoway County High School during his tour
in nest Kentucky. He is one of six national FFA officers across the United States. Pictured with Trimmer are (from left)
Pam Brinkley, stile secretary; Mike Rogers, CCHS secretary; Tripp Furches, CCTIS president; Ricky Cunningham,state
vice president; Danny Lamb,CCHS reporter; Meleah Paschall,CCHS treasurer; and Larry Gilbert, CCHS advisor.

A Hardin man was crushed to death
Manday afternoon when his truck
:erturned off Highway 80, about'two
:rules outside Hardin, according to
Marshall County Deputy Sheriff Brian
Roy.
Roy said Silas Leroy Johnson, Route
1, Hardin, was backing up a front-end
loader truck by a creek to load logs
when the vehicle turned over upon him.
Marshall County Coroner Jess Collier
pronounced Johnson dead at the scene.
Officials have not yet determined
what caused the accident.
According to a Marshall County
Smbulance Service spokesman, the
jaws of life" could not be used on the
'vehicle. A crane from the Kentucky
- Crane Service, Hopkinsville, was
summoned from the Hardin Feed Mills
to lift the truck out of the creek, the
spokesrnan said.
The accident occurred around 12:20
P.m.
Mr. Johnson, 4,2, is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lyda Johnson, to whom he
was married three weeks ago; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett A.

Iran Orders U.S. Reporters-Out
- Ayatollah. RUh-Offah
-—added: "We give them -a strong
By STEVEN K. MDT
rang that if they send anything but the
Associated Press Writer
authority and demanding autonomous
truth about the news they will be exTEHRAN, Iran ( AP)- The Iranian
home rule. But others thought the
pelled as well."
government, which has ordered all
regime might be trying to improve
American reporters to leave Iran,
chances for the release of the American
The expulsion order follows a long
today gave therm until Friday midnight
hostages by curtailing the extensive TV
series of public accusations that
to obey the directive.
and other publicity given the
coverage
American reporters were sending out
The announcement, made by the
students holding them captive.
biased and incorrect reports and the
director of the foreign press, Sacie0
eviction previously of 23 Western
Today was the hostages' 73rd day of
Abolghassem, said that with American
reporters whose reporting or reports
captivity.
will
there
country
the
of
out
reporters
appearing in their publications angered
In Washington, White House press
be less emphasis on the American
the revolutionary regime.
secretary Jody Powell said the exhostages held at the U.S. Embassy
Some observers viewed the expulsion
pulsion "would seem to be a comment
since Nov. 4 by Islamic militants
upon the desire of the authorities in
as an attempt to reduce publicity about
demanding the return of the ousted
Iran to prevent not only the rest of the
the ethnic minorities challenging
shah
"I think it will be good for Iran, the
United States and the hostages," said
the foreign press chief. Sadegh's orders, received verbally
by a reporter for The Associated Press
at the Ministry of National Guidance,
are the result of a decision taken jointly
by the ruling Revolutionary Council
and Cabinet ministers on Monday.
On Monday night, the government
-actiscad.all American reporters out of
beca useir131-211-11-ppeartbille
the country, accusing them of biased
community."
international
The U.N. General Assembly called
reporting. But it said Frenckritish _
"This Le-the stronge.A action in the
iffTheeignireops
Of
withdrawal
for-the
and West Germin
United Nations in 25 years against the
from Afghanistan by a vote of 104-18 but
stay for the time being.
Soviet Union," said Deputy U.S.
Central
the
of
occupation
Soviet
the
"The foreign (American) journalists
Ambassador William Vanden Heuv.el.
Asian country was expected to continue
have been misusing our kind
"It is an overwhelming vote, unexrebellion
Moslem
the
until
indefinitely,
cooperation and'freedom we have given
strong, from all quarters, and
pectedly
there is under control and the comthem," Iran's ruling Revolutionary
it reflected the almost practical
think
I
munist government is safe.
Council said in a statement issued after
unanimity of the Third World countries,
a three-hour meeting Monday night.
The resolution adopted Monday after
first of all in recognizing the Soviet
"They have used this against our
four days of debate did not name the
aggression for what it is and secondlyin
revolution and we are going to expel all
Soviet Union specifically. But it said the
condemning it."
American correspondents effective
assembly "strongly deplores" military
Speaker after speaker condemned
immediately."
intervention in Afghanistan, urged the
the Soviet intervention as "naked
There were reports that the
"immediate, unconditional and total"
aggression." Only the Soviet Union's
estimated 100 Americans would be
withdrawal of all foreign troops and
close friends voted against the
given a few days to leave, but the
called on the Security Council "to
resolution. Eighteen members of the
director of the Ministry of National
consider ways and means to im152-nation assembly abstained, and 12
Guidance, which accredits reporters,
plement" that withdrawal.
either were not present or did not
said he could say nothing until he
participate.
U.N. observers said it was unlikely
studied the expulsion order further.
Although Cuba, the nominal head of
the issue would be raised in the council
Council's
The
Revolutionary
the non-aligned movement, supported
again because the Soviets vetoed a
spokesman, Oil Minister Ali Akbar
the Russians, only eight of the other 91
similar resolution there Jan. 7. There is
Moinfar, said French, British and West
members of the non-aligned movement
no veto in the assembly, but it can take
German reporters were being allowed
went along with this, while 57 voted for
no punitive action to enforce 'its
to remain for the time being but he
the resolution, 17 abstained and nine did
resolutions.
not participate.
However, most Moslem and Third
An estimated 100,000 Soviet troops
World nations voted for the resolution,
poured
into Afghanistan to insure the
rebuke
stunning
a
this
and
constituted
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to sponsor it.
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Associated Press Writer
Brown supported professional
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - An adnegotiations for teachers during his
to
teachers
allowing
ministration bill
campaign, and strongly reiterated his
engage in professional negotiations is
support in his State of the Comthe
in
introduction
for
being readied
monwealth speech last week, calling
General Assembly this week.
PN "the most over-reacted to of any
It would be the first administrationIssue."
backed bill submitted to lawmakers
Partly cloudy tonight with lows
Brown said he perceives professional
this session, and potentially one of the
in the upper 30s. Mostly cloudy
negotiations as a healthy way of giving
most controversial.
Wednesday 'with a chance of rain
teachers a voice in the school system.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s legislative
by late afternoon and highs near
and said anyone who could fault the bill
palson team, was worting out final
sUiStads southeasterly to 10
was simply demonstrating a fear of the... _
&Ital.'s- WO* out isiontiay, !toping to
mph. -ViicipitAlti On chance's- are
unknown.
the
after
have it ready for introduction
40 percent Wednesday.
Wednesday.
The administration bill is based on a.
reconvenes
legislature
Saturday
Thursday through
Graves, Brown's
Kentucky Education Association
Ralph Ed
calls for mild conditions with a
proposal, with two additions, Graves
legislative liaison, said it may be inchance of rain each day.
said in an interview.
troduced in both chambers, since there
Basically a proposal permitting
are legislators in both houses who want

_
;KD'ild but indeed their

knowing the disastrous impact upon
Iran of the taking and continued holding
of the American citizens."
Meanwhile, Los Angeles radio
reporter Alex Paen reported the
udents at the Embassy told him spy
trials for the hostages will begin as soon
as Khomeini gives the word. Peen said
they told him the ayatollah agreed to
the trials in principle "since the Iranian
people want them tried."
Peen also said the students would
allow the captives to hear a recorded
broadcast of the Super Bowl football
game Sunday.

Johnson, and grandmother, Mrs.
Minnie T. Baker, Paducah; three
daughters--Mrs. Melinda Hamlett,
White Sands, N. M., and Mrs. Sandra
Shields and Mrs. Jacklyn Andrews,
Beaver Dam; two sona,-Robert Everett
Johnson and Wesley Lynn Johnson,
Beaver Dam; one stepdaughter, Miss
Renee Watkins, and one stepson, Keith
Watkins, both of Hardin Route 1.
Also surviving are three sisters-Mrs.
Wilma Jean McLevaine, Newburg,
Ind., and Mrs. Sue Riddle and Mrs.

Peggy Johnson, Paducah; three
brothers-Randal Johnson, ;Grand
Rivers, Jimmy Wayne Johnson,
Paducah, and Dickie Lynn Johnson,
Henderson; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Thursday at
11 a.m. at the chapel of the Fil beck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, with
Willis Green and the Rev. Marian
Mitchell officiating. Burial will follow
in the Olive Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home
after 6 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Opening Guns Fired
In Workmen's Comp
Law Changes Battle
Kentucky that will attract new commerce is, at best, inappropriate,"
Guenthner said.
Kenton responded to a reporter that
the makeup of the comrnittee is "fairly
balanced" among those oriented
—tQ4usy!n&nessaLweIl as ,
labor..
A Republican Meuse member has
.Guenthner mentioned only one name,
compTerfef the the majoritY-Mernthat of Rep. J. R. Gray, DsBenton, who
bership of the Labor and Industry
Is a top official with the state labor
Committee "is a blatant example of the
organization.
worst kind of legislative conflict of
None of the three vice chairmen,
interest."
including Guenthner, is listed in any
Rep. Louie Guenthner of Louisville
capacity with the AFL-CIO.
said in a letter to Speaker William
On the other hand, Kenton reeled off
Kenton, 11)-Lexington, that the comthe names of members on the 17mittee chairman and one ranking
member committee who represent
member are full-time employees of the
banking, business and farm interests
state AFL-CIO.
The labor and industry group's
composition matters more than usual
-1 feel their selection. . .st a time
when the administration has promised
this session because revision of workmen's compensation act is high on the
the development of an atmosphere in
list of issues.
Industry is seeking to reduce sharply
rising premiums, which employers
pay, while labor in general is on guard
against cutting current benefits to
injured workers.
In the Senate, the equivalent committee apparently has shifted from
favoring labor to leaning toward industry.
Guenthner said moot_ of_ the
up its carnpaigrito get its allies to join it
Democratic committee memberS in the
in retaliatory action against the
Ruasians. Deputy Secretary of State_ House have, pro-labor voting _records. Tiecaginlie the -u-asitsPiiiiitii-Warren Christopher, after meeting
no citizen legislator can be
that
fact
Rome,
in
and
teas
with officials London
totally free of conflicts of interest, I also
meeting in Brussels today with the
recognize the equally undisputable fact
North Atlantic Council, and Common
that no Man can be totally unaware of
Market ministers were also discussing
the person or organization who signs his
collective action at a meeting in
paycheck," Guenthner said.
Brussels.
"For the legislature to even expect
Christopher told reporters in London
Rep. Gray to put aside the fact that his
that sentiment in favor of boycotting
emplbyer is also a lobbyist is asking
the summer Olympics in Moscow is
more of any legislator than can be
"spreading around the world." But
expected."
Christopher's British counterpart,
Guenthner has served on the comDouglas Hurd, told the House of
mittee since he first came to the
Commons a boycott or moving the
General Assembly six years ago.
Olympics to another site "is not a
matter for the government but for
sporting authorities and the athletes
themselves."
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - One of
the opening guns has been fired in the
coming legislative struggle over
changes in the worArn
.
va's com-

U. N. Assembly Calls For Withdrawal
Of All Foreign Troops From Afghanistan
wilVe-kgstid1WIts

today's index

the Kremlin's liking, in power and to
reinforce the Afghan army in putting
t_h_ bitf_k 1exirevuit.that. broke _ant
after the communistsfirst took'over the
country in April 1978.
Western diplomats in Kabul, the
Afghan capital, reported that the
Soviets have been largely successful in
putting the lid on the rebellion, and one
said that fighting had stopped "almost
everywhere."
Other sources said the Soviets were
continuing to encounter rebel
resistance in Badalthshan province, in
northeast Afghanistan, and in Paktia,
southeast of Kabul near the Pakistani
border. But on Monday, hundreds of
Soviet army trucks rolled northward
through Badakhshan after delivering
supplies, and the convoy was guarded
by only one armored troop carrier for
every two or three dozen trucks.
The diplomatic sources said the
Soviets also were in control of the highway from Herat, the principal city of
west Afghanistan 60 miles from the
Iranian border, to the southwest
province of Kandahar. They said about
12,000 Russian troops were stationed in
Herat.
Meanwhile,the U.S. government kept

Lord Killanin, the Irish president of
the International Olympic Committee,
reiterated that the Olympics would be
held as planned in the Soviet capital.
"We do not go back on our word," he
said. "In any case, it would be
physically impossible to move the
Games elsewhere. We have an
agreement with Moscow, and we are
bound by it."

Two Public Hearings
Scheduled During
Planning Meeting

Two public hearings will be held
during the Murray Planning Commission meeting that will begin at 7_
p.m. tonight, according to Steve Zea,
city planner.
Zea said a hearing on the Northwood
subdivision will be held at 7 p.m. A
hearing on a zoning application for 525
S. 4th St. will follow at 7:30

Administration's Teacher Bill To Be Introduced

Professional Negotiations Bill Readied

cloudy with
a chance of
showers

Regular
29.95

6251

CO.
tore

teachers to "meet and confer" with
school officials, it will contain a nostrike clause, and will place time
limitations on the period allowed for
negotiations so as not to disrupt the
school budget preparation process,
Graves said.
The bill would require negotiations to
end before Sept. 15, the deadline for
submission of proposed school budgets
to the state Education Department.
Legislation to allow proteslional
negotiations has been introduced. unsuccessfully numerous times, but never
before with the strong backing of the
administration.
Other administration bills are being
readied for introduction, but may not be
submitted to the legislature until later

this month. They include measures to
restructure the state's income tax
system; to reform the state workmen's
compensation law; and to bring state
law into compliance with the 1977
federal strip mine law.
Brown said Monday that he had
asked state Revenue Commissioner
Robert Allphin to produce a new version of the income tax bill because the
drafted version did not hold the top tax
rate at the current 6 percent.
The governor also asinssi ,Allphin to
study whether Kentucky could
"piggyback" its income tax collections
on federal tax returns. The original
version pushed the top corporate income tax rate to 6.2 percent, Allphin
said, adding that he expects to give the

governor a new version by the end of
the week
Graves said the administration
decided to move slowly on its bills.
"Maybe we're going to be more
cautious, but we're going to be more
right," he said.
The Brown administration will not
have a large legislative package and
will be open about its endorsement of
bills, he said.
Previous administrations have locasionally 'ought to disguise administration-LA.'S
ssviiriety
of reasons
This time, Graves said, "Everything
is out in the open. John Y Brown wants
everyone to know when a bill is his
.there is no reason in my mind to hide
anything."

,
rifiGEZ TUEMURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES,Tuesdas,January
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What kind of day will VIRGO
to relieve headaches if it is
22)
taken at the onset of the beadtn
oienorsrtonwrsbe?sa
Tyo
ma.
othtrs
tl.
t be 8:tyPt.. )t111P
ache ip some people. If headuti'23
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say,
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t
read
h
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r Fare
aches are associated with
forecast given for your birth know that you're interested in
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anxiety and tension, however.
'getting to know them better
Sign.
drinking too much coffee may
Shrimp and Rice
Tate ,the initiative in
result in too much caffeine Green.Salad
ARM
Garlic Bread
romapee
.stimulation, which can make Fruit Compote
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 1914PYVA LIBRA
Beverage
the situation worseA quick success for those (Sept. 23 to Oct. 12)
SHRIMP AND RICE
There are a wide variety of .
who capitalize on today's work
A simple version of the
A loved one needs space and
medicines that you can use for
opportunity.
Don't
get privacy to get a project
relief of pain or Mild head- Spanish Paella.
sidetracked. Do it yourself for rolling. Opportunity in your
aches. Many of these depend
3 chorizo(Spanish sausage),
principally upon aspirin for sliced 14-inch thick (scant I-2
results!
own backyard. Do research wl
their effect. Therefore. I'm
TAURUS
what needs to be done.
pound)
sending you The Health Letter
Apr. 20 to May 20)
SCORPIO
____Ualgopeonolive oil
ntinuter lr-81 -AsPlYni. n-d
Cultural_ pursuits bring (Oct. 73 to Nov. 211 ni/OltiC
1 medium onion,
-.
cut in
• thin
Related Medicines. Other
--pleasure. Tbuseini - The
shrmld-bi"eiausiaitit.
readers who want this issue striPs
creative arts meet with about a party. Welcome the
can send 75 cents with a long,
1 medium green pepper,
success. firv estigate chance to make new friends
stamped. self-addressed- enve- seedea and cut in thin strips
.educational and
travel Lively talks with others
lope for it. Send y_inir request
2 cloves garlic, minced
possibilities.
to me, in care of this new
stimulate your thinking.
.
16-ounce can tomatoes, wellPer, P.O. Box 1551. Radio sPaGEMINI
169
1 " SAGITTARIUS
Cit
Station, New York, NY 10019.ydrained and liquid saved
May 21 to June 20)
. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Alit
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8-ounce bottle clam juice
This issue will tell you what
Seek home improvement
A highly favorable time for
the effects of these medicines
Ls teaspoon powdered
loans. Consult with tax ad- improving your lot in lifeare, such as acetaminophen saffron threads
visers, • trustees, and ac- Both career and financial
that you asked about. There's
I cup converted rice
countants.
Property interests opportunity give you plenty to
a_ table that will give you the
1 pound (about 40 to the'
-aii-favorabty highlighted,
be thankful for.
contents of many of the cornCANCER
CAPRICORN
mow-pain relieving medica- count) small shrimp (cooked,
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communicate. Forget about come your way. Make
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entertainment plans and arrangements speedily. Be
peas, thawed and
ards of smoking cigarettes for
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each other better.
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non-essentials. Be happy!
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They
a
12-inch
skillet
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lems. I used to be in agony
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were married on that date in 1929.
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read
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Hard work now results in
Secrecy abets financial
'er X ray of my digestive sys- onion, green pepper and
R. F. Gregory at Harris Grove. Their attendant§ were
.
,
.
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improved income. A financial dealings. Investigate options
tern proved nothing was garlic;
cook gently, stirring. Adolphus Lassiter and Pauline McClain.
wrong but something was. My
opportunity should be met open to you. There may be a
Mrs.
McClain
is
the
former
Dortha
Lassiter,
daughter
of
trouble disappeared shortly often, until vegetables are
with determination to get chance to be a silent partner.
the late Arthur Lassiter and May Scarbrough Lassiter. Mr.
after I smoked my last ciga- wilted an/ti chorizo is lightl)i.•
things moving.
Luck is with you!
McClain
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the
of
the
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late
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and
Alcenia
brown
rette.
ed: ,Break tip drained
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McPherson
McClain. They are both retired from Murray
DEAR READER - You're tomatoes and add. To the
to Mar.
should20
.
State University.
only one of thousands who've saved tomato liquid add the
mark your
DEAR ABBY: This letter has taken me 21
The couple has one daughter, Josephine -Wolfe of Murray,
/
2 years to had such an experience. Many clam juice and saffron; add to
attitude to close relationships.
write. It is in response to someone who asked you if she people with burning pain .in
and
grandson,
one
Barry
Morrison
Murray.
of
One
Boyd
son,
skillet
with the rice and stir
A partner.wants you to share
should acknowledge the birth .of a friend's baby who had the pit of the stomach,cramps
rs
STICKLER GIRL
Gilbert McClain,died Aug.fl, 1936.
well. Bring to a boil. Cover
of the stomach and intestinal
in good fortune. Enjoy social
been diagnosed as having Down's Syndrome.
1Mongoli
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
No formal celebration was planned by the couple.sm.)tightly and simmer until rice
a
Thank you,-Abby, for saying, "Yes. the mother
occasions.
of such a their are s rised.to find that
Stickler of 1503 Henry,
symptoms are greatly
is cooked - about 20 minutes.
. child needs all the support and cheering up she can get."
YOU BORN TODAY are
d
'
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_._ :1,.,10
Murray, are the parents df'a mentally
decreased=111vie
or eyendisap
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wan nttie Jimmy, my newborn Downs Syndrome baby. Hut
.,7_ ___
..,_,,.t.., ._ „&kon&L
,F_____,,,,
their
bad
habits.
This
applies-there is so much more that most people need to know,and as
\
0
to cigarette smoking and until all iquid is absorbed --- '4
g—eltiewione who has had that experience, may I say it:
°m"4114416
born on teaching, religion, science,measuring
itigj.46.1"tmt
20 inches,
about 5 minutes. Malres---4—
drinking coffee, tea, colas and
Please keep in mind that what happened to Jimmy was even
Wednesday
ec.
at 6:14 c.
26,
De
.
and literature. Youh
hearty
have e
main-dish
hot
servings.,0
chocolate.
2..
tragic, but the child himself is not a tragedy, and neither is
, ,,
p.m. at the Murray,Calloway ability, to make .a financial
,
his birth. He is as much a loving member of our family as our
.
County Hospital.
.....
profit from-your mental
'
other children, so do send a card, a note, or a little gift to
Fashion.s.-_ __.
Spring
._ - They have one daughter, pursuits, so it is important to
acknowledge 'his birth. •
•
Leigh, 6. The father is an gain a good education in..your
. Here are a few suggestions that will help you feel more
assistant
professor in the Art field.. You have executive
comfortable when talking to new parents of a Down's baby:
binliktymagndacnedn at
Departmen
eurcncm
y t -at Murray State aba
g s
dnitn
eee
Please don't ask if "insanity" runs in the family. DOwn's
Universit
Syndrome is chromosome defect, and is rarely hereditary.
'
.
probably be
'Grandparents are Mrs. though
Furthermore,a Down's child is retarded, which is vastly difThe following story by Mary
used
jeans
for.
and
sweata
ferent from insane.
ucesses_and bare little dresses. inented
exhibitor Greg • Helen Dafoe, Indianapolis, happier in a profession
George Beggs appeared in this
shirt trimmed, with con- with jackets creating a suit McGrath of Louisville, Ky. He ,Ind., Lyle Dafoe, Lebanon, You're artistically inclined
Don't hestitate to ask how he is getting along.Some people
morning's issue of The
trasting terry,
avoid mentioning the child (as though he had died) because
#13iPIag•
effect that were shown at the pointed out a imple khaki Ind., and Mr. and Mrs: L. ' and can succeed in music,
Commercial Appeal, • Mem- , ..
they think the 'Mention ie too horrible to even discussHe did-.1. a collection of market., Ong popular style • dress softened ith Madeira George'Stickler, Mansfield, painting, the stage, and arphis, Tenn., and is being
When the child seems to be progressing, please don't say
eyelet garinents„ ,in bright dress was in a cotton T-shirt ,
reprinted for the interest of
e broidery t collar,shirt Pa. Great grandmothers are rhitecture. Birthdate of. Ethel.
he seems "normal" and maybe won't be retarded after all!
colors as well as white, in- fabric, often in a subtle print, dresses withonda
nty lace trim Mrs. Elizabeth Coulter, Terre Merman, inusiCal comedy
local readers:
New parents need to face up to the facts regarding their
eluding a yellow halter with a brief cover-up top.
stafetitc--.15--Pnyt, auto racer:
"Spring
and
Summer
shape
. and tailored dresses in men'e- Haute. Ind., and Mrs. Grace welatehlkftefate they-themselves-Can accepthinr as- he is:- -and Marilyn Home, opera
-and-a- dainty white •
up as seasons - rof- Tas—or --itimpsint
By denying his limitations, you encourage false hopes, and
—
'Trim
Plirt'striPi
detailiiig
%Ore
and
ng wititrutittra-aftd- "Pafue,Muntic-elin,111- -- - • star:--------- — ------ - terrycloth, camisole tops,” •camisole top. Lightweight knit :
etievey the message that you don't really accept or love him.
strong throughout the lines, cuffs faced with contrasting
feathenveight knits and jeans. tops, with puff sleeves and There were numerous lace
About a third of all Down's children are born with heart
Print fabric.
defects. Our Jimmy required open-heart surgery. He surviv-That's the reading from dolman sleeves, were trim-- collars and cuffs and much
ed the operation and is much improved. We thank God for
-C-olors
collections
the spring, and suthmer med with ecru lace at the
in
the
. lace edging, embroidery,
SMARM CAIRIS/I, Menefor heicie Ylestberford,Selorretionbt
tha,t, so please don't say it might have been a "blessing': had
market week of the Cotton neckline or. over the -ihiiidd-er • piping and contrasting colored ranged from pale ice cream
Oviedo Wes Csolsaihorts: VINIest S. Meier, Merferle M.ltebor
he died. And don't express surprise that they "would
or in a V-neck effect.
ultrabright
shades
the
to
s.
e
States Fashion Exhibitors. .
711.kloin St., Murray
753-GOGO(4646)
• borders around necklines and
bother" to operate on such a child.
Crisp white, alone or with
Some 200 exhibitors are
-Novelty terry is the big sleeves. 'We're showing a lot .,,_,
OPIN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. DOW FRI.
___,
,_,,,,
,,,„,,_
,,,,,
ot,.„„,
- .
OM"wis
IF IVII
Ii
vo.ss.p.---Arevira•
1.1114.11.11611
rwpy
Ne.Wtne.JUi zemets.rar Al AltilleS WPM Toy Nen
special child is a very worthwhile little person, and they are
contrast, was a standout.
today at Cook Convention Lipton, pointing out a suit in down collars,' said Jim
"
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES,
nothing to wish for, it can be accepted, and is not nearfy as --=
•• _
•
"Among them are Mr. and terry blend fabric.
catastrophic as it seems the first few weeks.
junior line. "Trime is very
tropical patterns to small
In the beginning, the parents need to talk about their feelMrs. Mark Shatz -Br-Linton
Other fabrics making news important."
We Honor The Same Credit Cards
scattered cosmic prints. Polka
ings. Don't argue. Listen.- Let them weep, and weep with
City, Tenn., whit! are first4ime this season, Lipton said,are TWm Airlines Dol Such As...
"Detailing on the basic dots in various sizes were
them. And When they can finally smile about their baby, you
exhibitors, although by no shirt knits,Poodle cloth, linen,
HOTELS-CRU
ISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
._
..
_
•
smile, too.
dress is very strong.' cam- another stronfbattern."
_ __ , _ _
, •
means neW-Coiners to the eitner
•-•
• a'
- '
"
in
texturea
took or a
Don't refer to the child as "that poor little thing." It hurts
market. For years, as owners fine handkerchief weight. and
me to see people'look upon my child with pity,and know that
of a Union City shop, they denim. 'The news in denim is
they wish he had never been born. He's not repulsive in the
came to bery instead of sell: that it's being shown in the
least, and I can honestly say that much good has already
this time they are showing the missy line - not just for
come from our little treasure. Our other children (the eldest
line of separates designed by juniors - in dresses and
is 9) have leatned understanding and,compassion because of
their
their little brother. We told them the truth immediately,
7
. son'Steven Shatz of New sportswear.'
and they have loved him from the day they first'saw him.
York,
Throughout the lines, terry
I cannot imagine life without Jimmy. He is the sunshine of
"Years ago when the appeared often
- in wrap
'
our lives.
children were young, we'd dresses with
contrasting trim,
People don't mean to be insensitive or cruel-they just
always bring them to market dressier looking
dresses in
don't know how to handle the birth of an exceptional child,
with us,' said Shatz. 'Now terry boucle, shorts,
I know this is much too long 'for your column. Abby. but
blazers
, we're here on the opposite romper
please print as much of it as possible. You will be doing a
suits and sweatshirt
side,
showing
a collection tops, usually in bold
tremendous service to many.
colors,
designed by one.of them.' Mr. . Favorite shades
. JIMMY'S MOTHER:ROCHESTER,N.Y.were red, a
and Mrs. Shatz recently sold rich green, yellow
and bright
their store in Union City and blue.
DEAR MOM: Your letter filled an entire column. But it
was well worth the space., I know I speak for many when I
are moving to New York to "Straight
jeans and baggy
any "thank you" for writing.
Work with theirson's business, jeans vied for
center stage at
"Steven • Shatz' line was the booths. But the
painter's
among those showing some pant was the
real winner for
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
interesting4hings with cotton - some- exhibitors,
'It's the
Aut. For a persona/ reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
terry. He used insets of chiffon • largest selling pant
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
we've ever
down the sleeve of a pullover had,'
envelope.
said
sportswear
lop and did yokes and exhibitor Ken
Morrison. He
'
horizontal inserts of chiffon on showed the painter's paint
in
other tops. ffis terry baggy bright pink cotton.
•
jeans and baggy shorts that
"Summer will bring a lot of
looked like bloomers with bare looks, according
to the
narrowly piped in a slicker number ,of
For Program Information., Please Call 753-3314
sundresses,
fabric, the same fabric ..he camisole to...,
sleeveless
DEAR DR LAMB - I hope
Unless you happen to have
you can help me. I'm 53 years some unusual reaction or are
of age and get a lot of head- on some other medication. the
aches. I take Excedrin and it . amount of acetaminophen in
does help somewhat. Howev- an Excedrin tablet is so small
er. I'm hesitapt about taking that it would not be possible
the pills because of the ace- for it to cause you any troutaminophen which it contains. ble. People do have toxic
Some time ago I read a effects from acetaminophen
newspaper article about the but that's in very large doses
dangers of pills containing taken over a period of time.
acetaminophen. Would you
However, if you're worried
please enlighten me on the use about acetaminophen in the
of taking Excedrin"
Excedrin. you might just take
DEAR READER - Exceq- aspirin, and if you want to get
440_06,14a4u
____aspirin..._lah___a hille-_..additionaL Ida._ yoti
cylamide and acetaminophen. might drink a cup of coffee at
Actually, each Excedrin con- the same time. The standard
tains only about 97 milli- Excedrin tablet also contains
grams of aretaminophen. You about 65 milligrams of
need to take three to six times caffeine,
that much for it to have any
If you read my column
appreciable effect. It -follows regularly. you know that'I'm
that the main and most not a big .fan of coffee or
important ,ingredient in caffeine. However, it is a drug
Excedrin is aspirin as far as and as such has medicinal
relieving headaches or mild purposes for some occasions.
pains is concerned.
In some instances it does help
.
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Love's Unflawed
By Birth Defect

,'2214-Fefi..19

Shown For Spring
i & Summer Season

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
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Our Annual
Business &Industry
Progress Salute Section
Will Run in

Tuesday,January 29th
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THE
ELECTRIC'
HORSEMAN

.

Newborn Admissions
McNeary, Baby
Girl
(Marian Alice), 1513 London
Dr., Murray, Billington, Baby
Ray (Anita), Rt. 6, Boit
".
Murray.

Dismissals
'Mrs Denise D. Beane and
'
Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Box 99,
Murray, Mrs. Teresa L.
Hammond and -Baby Boy, FttP
7:05 s••tiri .
:-4
'`r, BOX 401.1;aftberfiliffli, Mary
I ,I
) ••-"/ I
F. Lee and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Shirley J.
BETTE MIDLER '
ALAN BATE, i IL
Vaughn, Rt. 2, Box 250-C,
Murray, Richard David
Carlisle, Rt. 6, Mayfield, Mrs.
LT
Essie E. Morris, Rt. 6, Box
311, Murray, Mrs. Donna L.
1
''

i•

00,9:-t-, 1

*

THE

ROSE ,,

Salyers, Rt. 2, Box 112,
Calvert City, Mrs. Cleo Faye
Jacks, Rt. 8, Box 56, Murray,
Mrs. Sarah E. Calhoon, Rt. 3,
Box 1016, Murray, Mrs
Barbara E. Atkins, A-3 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Charles T
Grogan, Rt. 6, Box 192,
Murray, Mrs. Cindy A. Wiley,
Rt. 3, Benton, David Ords
Roberts, Rt. 4, Box 630,
Murray, Mrs. Julia Griffin,
'West rew Nursing Mt* Murray, ftugh C. Dowdy, Rt.
1, Box 236,Farmington, Edgier
E. Cambell, West View
Nursing Horne, Murray,
Mishit Crawford Mobundro,
Box n, Hazel, Mrs. Irene G.
Williams (expired), 700
Fairlane, Murray.
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We will make every effort to contact all
businesses in order that They may participate :
in this Section. Our deadliir for this Section is AA
*
Wednesday,January 23rd.
*
*
If we failed to contact you please give the ad- *
vertising dept. a callat...

7531919-

*
*
*
*
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Tuesday,Jac IS
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at 7:15 p.m. at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank with Krista
• Kennedy
Thompson
as
speaker.

Wednesday, Jan. 16
General discussion on "The
Education
General
Requirements" will be held ale
the United Campus Ministry
Luncheon in the conference
room of Ordway Hall, Murray
State University,at 12:30 p.m.

Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m.in the home
of Debbie Darnell.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m. Chuck Guthrie will also
speak on "Adult Education."

Music Department of
Munly Woman's Club will
J. N. Williams Chapter of
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club the United Daughters of the
house with the program to be Confederacy will meet at 1:30
"`Lincoln Portrait-Copeland." p.m. for a dessert at the
•
o ay nn or t
annua
State Ivide meeting of the Lee-Jackson-Maury
obAmerican
Agricultural servance.
Movement wilt be held at the
Consumer Education lesson
courtroom of the Calloway
County Court House at 7 p.m. on "Target-The Elderly" on
The public is invited and schemes, con games, and ripoffs will be taught by Dr. Joan
- urged to attend.
Maupin at 10 a.m. at the
EXhibit in T-shirt design by Douglas Community Center.
David England of Camp- Lunch will be served at 12
bellsville will be from 6 to 8 11000.
p.m. in Mason Hall Gallery,
Thursday,Jan. 17
Hart Hall, Murray State
ftusiness and Professionaj
University. This is free and
Women's Club will meet at
open to the public.
6:30 p.m. at the .Triangle
Murray Assembly No. 19 Restaurant with Judy Grogan,
Order of the Rainbow for Girls RN, Marshall County Mental
will meet at 7 p.m.at the lodge Health Center, as guest
speaker.
hall.

Thursday,Jr.17
Third day of exhibit in T'Shirt Design by David
England will be from 6 to 8
p.m. at Mason Hall Gallery,
Hart Hall, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.

4.,•

Miss Moore Wed
To Mr. Pritchett

Sena Joann Arnold
To-Wed Mr. Burkeen-Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ruslill of Aurora aruiciunce the
ngagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sena Joann Arnold, to Stanley (Stan ) Burkeen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Burkeen of Fairdealing.
The bride-elect is a junior at Marshall County Central High
School. Mr. Burkeen, a graduate of North Marshall High
School, is self employed at D
Ashland Service in
Fairdealing.
The Wedding is planned for Saturday, Feb. 9, at 4 p.m. at
the Pleasant Hope Baptist Church an Kentucky 962 at
Fairdealing. Miss Arpold will be gived in marriage by her
father-Eddie Arnold of Madisonville.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited.
-

This is the last day to enroll
in first half, spring semester
classes tor credit at Murray
State University. Classes
must be attended on this date.

-

Faculty recital featuring
Ray Conklin, trombone, and
Marie Taylor, piano, will
beheld in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
This is free and open to the
public.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Hazel at
Hazel Center and Murray at
Ellis Center, both at 10 a.m.,
and Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center at
12 noon.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will
meeet with Debbie Settle at 7
p.m.

Poplar Spring
Sintrers Cire
Programs Here

lir. and Mrs. Bruce I.inn-Prirchett

_ ,The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church
Gospel Singers
presented special music Jor
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the Long
Terni Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and for the residents
of Fern Terrace Lodge at a
recent meeting.
Mrs.-Louise Shot played the
piano for the singers who were
the Rev. Ron Adams, Freida
Adams, I.,ori Adams, David
Smotherman, Matthew
' Wright
Houston, Ruby Fannin,
Robbie Paschall, Otis Lovins,
Mildred Thompson, Bobbie
Cook, Lois Smith, Salone
Pittman, Lottie MCCuiston
and Shirley Werts.
At Westview the scripture
reading from Matthew 2 was
read by Rev. Adams who
along with Otis Lovins led in
prayer. Lap robes were
presented to the patients.
The group sang in the lounge
and in the halls at the Long
•Term 'Care Unit and left gifts
for the patients. The closing
prayer was by Rev. Adams.
At Fern Terrace Bevy.
Adams read the scripture
from Matthew 2 and Otis
Lovins led in prayer. Ron and
Freida Adams sang a duet and
Lori Adams sang a solo. A
party for the residents was
held after the program by the
Poplar Spring group.

THE

ACESil.RA G -CORN JR.

"It's a great kindness to
entrust people with a secret
They. feel so important
while telling it." -- Robert
Quillen.

NORTH

1-15-A

•J 5 4 2
Q 10
•9 6 5 4 2
•K J

EAST
Declarer kept no secrets WEST
Q
•K 10 9
about his holdings in today's "A 8 4 2
•K 9 6 5
cluh suit. Had he made a •K 8 7 3
•Q J 10
•A B 4
less reveajing play, he may +9753
well have made his game.
SOUTH
•A 8 7 6 3
As it was, East was able to
V J 73
read South's' hand and a
•A
timely shift put the defense
•Q 1062
on tap.
bidding:was
-Unusual.
The
West used a Modern gadget
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
called the negative double
to promise some values, but East. The bidding:
no convenient descriptive
bid, and North's jump to East South West North
Dbl
3+
1.
three spades was ;want to 1+
All pass
4+
be pre-emptive. South -nos
misunderstood and the part-•
Opening lead: Trey of clubs
nership found its way to
game
West led. fourth best and club jack had gone to East's
declarer:called for dummy's' ace, East may have made a
king, hoping to confuse the "natural shift" to the queen
issue for Mkt. East won his of diamonds and declarer
club ace.but there was iittiewouki have had the time to

Miss Sheila Ann Moore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Men's Stag Night will be
Baker and the late Edison Moore,Jr„ was married to Bruce
held at the Murray Country
Pritchett, son of Mrs. Inez Andrus and the late Billie Linn
Club with Ted Billington,
Pritchett, on Monday, Dec. 24, by the Rev. William McKinStuart Poston, Charles
ney at his home in Dexter.
Walston, and Gene McCutThe bride, employed at Sager Glove Company, is the
in
charge
of
Murray TOPS (take off
granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs. Edison Moore of Murray and
General public information cheon
pounds sensibly) Club will meeting on the YMCA will be arrangements.
Raymond Green and the late Ovie Green of Benton.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health held at 7 a.m, at the Holiday
The groom,employed at Ryan Milk Company,lathe grandCenter.
son of Covey Lois Pritchett and the late Joe Lee Pirtchett of
Inn with Pinky Parker from
Friday,Jan.18
the Regional YMCA at
Senior Citizens Greenhouse Dexter and the late Mr.and Mrs. Curtis Puckett.
Martin's Chapel United Atlanta,Ga.,fig speciatguest. icommittee will meet at 1 p.m.
fr'onien-Methodist Church Women are
at St. John's Episcopal
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Women of the Church. All interested persons
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at are invited to attend asspring
Cole's Camp Ground United the lodge Ilan, North 16th projects will be discussed.
Methodist Church Women are Street.
•
scheduled.to meet.
.
By BETTY ANNE WILLIA.MS birth control pills have men. For *omen, the
-If
jpi_ne Department of 'Beceeationalliehiale_ribapter
A
t
Writerutinrjof- rektioxtritr
-Wirsittlhas--elnif'f-arwtrsr
IA..
rentyfettrwtitmeerat
WASHINGTON
(AP) 7- strokes and heart attacks than kidney cancer.
ho Chapter of A p Delta
Declarers play in clubs from dummy.
-&-30-p.m. -a
rutY -Wornerr-roulr up-wrdespread- nonsmokers.
TN-- number of cigarettes made it obvious that declarKappa is schediilidlifiliieTtirr- house with Jim Cooper of
the room of the North Branch of use of cigarettes about 25
p.m. at the home of Joanna Mayfieldofficef
-Female smokers report smoked- and the proportion of er had the queen (without:.
o Social peoples Bank with Jack and years after men, but the
Sykes.
more acute and chronic smokers in the population both the club queen, surely South
Bid with Cora
Security as speaker.
Betty Wager in charge of surgeon
general
says conditions than non-smoking are declining. About 32.3 would have made the norNote the projected lung-cancer death women, including greater percent of the
arrangements.
population - mal play of dummy's jack) South holds: 1-15-B
•Community Prayer Service
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 •
rates indicate they are fast incidences of bronchitis,- 36.9 percent of men and 28.2 and all East had to think
for Iranian Hostages, spon- Order of the Eastern Star is Friday date.
catching up.
•
emphysema, sinus problems percent of women - are about was what could
sored by the Murray-Calloway scheduled to meet at 7:30p.m.
declarer discard on his
lung
deaths
from
Female
•J 5 4 2
smokers.
County
and peptic ulcer disease.
Minisierial at the lodge hall
•Q 10
cancer will surpass those from
The decline has been steady queen of clubs?
_There is a tausal
Association, will be held at 12
•9 6 5 4 2
Obviously, the answer
•
.breast cancer within three relationship between smdkirig among men since 1965, but
noon at St. Leo's Catholic
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
•K J
were
too
there
was
hearts
HOSPITAL
PATIENT
years, the surgeon general ,and cancer of the lung,larynx, women's smoking did not
Church.
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
many diamonds in dummy
Mrs. Millard Ray of KirkseY reparts, suggesting
and begin tapering off until about
North South
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at J.be has been dismissed from the epidemic of smoking 'an' oral cavity, esophagus
•
that suit to be the probfor
•
1•
%veil
as
1976.
women
as
-related, bladder in
First United Methodist EMS Community Center.
declarer's
So,
thanks
to
lem.
3IC
?
Western BaptUt____ILOSP.1141/. disease among women."
Church Men will hold its first
revealing play, East
•I
Paducah.
breast
'
The
death
rate
from
meeting of 1980 at6:3 p.m.
switched to a low heart at
Film and panel discussion
- --win Lakers Good Sam trick two.
cancer for women is .higher
ANSWER: Three no trump
for the first annual Martin
. PADUCAH PATIENT
than that of any other type of
Christian
Men's
Fellowship
their
It
may not make, however,
defenders
took
The
Luther__King,_
Jr.,.
Celebratier_k_ -Recently --clicipiceeel ..from. veneer.
_oz
rst crinstan_chure
_t_vi.ilr
_
the-good -heart holdiag-ehould sponsored by the Murray- the Western Baptist Hospital,
trieks-and-ww4‘m-healt
Data that formerly supsolidify that suit and perhaps
w'ait. Eventualmeet at 6 p.m. for a dinner Calloway County Ministerial
was safe to
Paducah, was' Miss rubie ported the belief that women
two trump good luck will lead _to three
gat
ly,
they
meeting.
--Association, will be at 7 p.m. Smith of Murra
more tricks.
smokers faced lower risk
tricks also and the game
The Twin Lakers Good Sam Butterworth,secretary.
at the Calloway Public
rates than men amounts to Recreational Vehicle Chapter
Attending the December was shy two tricks.
Second day of exhibit in T- Library.
Send bridge questions to The Ades,
"an illusion reflecting the fact of West Kentucky will have its meeting were Harold. Ruth:
. It might have been•differ- P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
shirt design by David England
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
his
declarer
kept
had
ent
lagged
onewomen
that
with
self-addressed, stamped envelope
mai
Ever-will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
monthly social meeting at the Elaine and Denise
Ted Crider of Murray
Jackson Purchase Section of • been dismissed from Lourdes quarter century behind men in Community Room of the smeyer; Lloyd Jacks; sail, secret in clubs'. If dummy's for reply.
Mason Hall Gallery, Bart
thaa-r W idg",preafl IMP of No.th Branch -of the Peoplca Angel and -Melisoa Afinr".;
f• I
#
, .ttcreah.
1Ill Lg teLl
151 IL..2 LOLL-311.2 LLIJ ,Lf,1 lgitg 11
,
, tgd
cigarettes," Surgeon General Bank on Friday, Jan. 18. at Andy, Linda, Greg and Lori 19
sity This is free and open to Quality Control will have a
...6.a4lait.......*„.
_
in
a
Rionmmd.
says
Julius
B.
RogersT.
G.
and
EStelle
_
House Smorgasbord, Murray,
Jack and Betty Wager will 'lhelton;1111M4Vreire-Hillr
Recently dismissed from study on women ancnrnoking
at
6
p.m.
with
Don Jones, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, submitted to Congress today.
Wadesboro
be wagonmasters for, the Tom, Helen,_ Ellen and Eric
Homemakeh
Smoking patterns for men supper consisting of vegetable Hogancamg; C. W., Dot and
Club will meet al'10:30 a.m. at Murray attorney, to speak on
was Leland Lawrence of
women once differed:
and
"Product
Liability."
the home of Ruby Burchett.
soup, sandwiches, relishes, Yvonne Jones; • Harry and
Kirksey.
'markedly - in terms of when and desserts. J. B. and Jo--- Betty Cartwright; Jimmy,
they- began -smoking, IT'"' Itiirkeen, ivill- be aStittantS.- -Sherry-and Ginger Graham;
much they smoked and the tar Each family should bring Hunter and Winnie Love and
and nicotine content of each their own'soup bowls, plates, Ashley Thurman; Rudolph
cigarette. and Opal Howard; Jimmy,
- - and table service.
But those patterns are _ Dr. Harold Eversmeyer will
Marilyn, Gina and Cheryl
becoming more uniform. As a .show a special film. All iterndon; B. C. and Orpha
result, female smokers no members and their families Grogan; Ned and Beth
longer face lower death rates are'urged to attepd.
Wilson; Hugh and Larue
than men from lung disease,
The club held its December .Wallace; Fred and Martha LET
heart disease and lung cancer, meeting at the same corn- Butterworth; Dan, Carol,
Richmond says. ' munity room with C. W. and Kevin and Sean Kelly; J. B.
Cigarette-smoking already Dot Jones as wagonmasters and Jo Burkeen; Jack and
contributes to one-fifth of with
7 gl
Betty Wager
Tom
and
Helen
newly diagnosed cases of Hogancamp and :Harry and
cancer and one-fourth of all Betty
Cartwright
as
cancer deaths among women . assistants.
- higher rates than for any
A potluck supper wasservep
other agent,Richmond says.
li50-1 980
followed by a social hour.
Last
November, the
W. Rudolph
Howard,
American Cancer Society retiring president, presided.
reported that lung. cancer,'New -officers elected for 1980
ranked eighth among cancer were
J. B. Burkeen,
killers of women in 1961, had president;'Grover Burkett,
become second only to breast vice president; Martha
cancbr. '
In 1980, an estimated 32,000
-.H,
of the expected 117,000 lungin_
occur
Cancer deaths- will
women, Richmond's study
Like hog producers, we're indeStirk/C E iO
says. About 36,000 breastpendent! We're not tied to—or
cancer deaths are expected
owned by—any packers. Yet we
The Home Department of,
this year.
sell to most of them. Heinold
Club
will
Women accounted for one in the Murray Woman's
provided over six percent of the
• 12_ lung,cancer. deaths in 19.54) __meet Thursda_L_Jan. 1,lit 2
natidn'S
totarhbg km in 1979'. lieinold market exists. The same
with
house
at
the
club
and one in six in 1960. The p.m.
in
fo
size and strength provides a
projected
for 1980 is one Jim Cooper from the Mayfield
We're not obliged to any produoffice of the Social Security
constant, reliable flow of hogs to
cers! We-thiat them all alike—as
Female smokers have Administration as the guest
packer-customers.
our
well
and
as
fair
as
possible.
That's
Starting t
between 15 and five times speaker.
why
more
producers
sold
us
more
It
all
adds up to one company's
Mrs. Fil Boston, chairman
greater a chance of conFree Refills
hogs than any.„-other marketing
complete dedication to making
tracting lung cancer than of the department, urges all
Free Refills On Drinks
organization—almost 5.5 million
members to attend.
the pork industry a prosperous,
women who don't smoke.
On Drinks
...,noR
teis
c:hmond's report also
Hostesses' will be Mrs. •
in 1979.
stable business providing a pro
Melvin Henley, Mrs. T. C.
You Can't Eat
duct acceptable to the American
The size and strength of our entire
-Smoking is termed "a Doran, Mrs. Kerby Jennings,
public.
Home
This Good At
company is used to support hog
major threat to the outcome of and Mrs Brent ButterWorth
In
prides
every, area Where a
Isn't that what you want too?
For This Price
pregnancy and well-being of
r-Athe wewborn baby." Babies of-,
women who smoke during
Before you sell a load of hogs, get Heinold's bid.
pregnancy are an average of
, HOSPITAL PATIENT
200 grams lighter at birth.
Recently dismissed from
Risks are greater of spon- the Henry County General
taneous abortions and fetal Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
and neonatal deaths.
Gladys Callimore of Puryear,
-Female smokers who use Tenn.

Now Smoke As Much As Men

T
Group To Meet Friday

Roffler Of Murray
is pleased to announce that LaNell
Courtney is now
associated with
their shop. For all
types of precision
hair cuts call 7538909.

Inflation Fighter Special

r1J

How we managed
to grow every

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Home Department
To Meet ThUrdinAt Club House

year of our life!

Super Special For Kids
12
Spaghetti & Salad /

This Will Be A Regular
Wednesday Night Special
Through August

CALL COLLECT
502-623-6304

Fancy Farm
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10 Years Ago

B) John Cunniff

Small Business:
What Is It?
NEW YORK 't AP) — What is a
expected some Amex companies to
"small business'?
attend this week's main event.
Small busines groups call attention to
It's as good a time as any to ask the
the special problems of small business
question, because delegates to the
White House Conference on Small
by saying that there's a difference
between Smith's Machine Shop and
Business right now are seeking more
General Motors. You can't treat than
official recognition for this vital
the same, they say.
element of economic society.
The Small Business Administration
Ask, but do not expect a clarifying
works with fairly broad boundaries. At
definition.
latest count (1975) it lists 13.9 million
Expect instead, that some people will
U.S. businesses. Exclusion of farms
deem a business small when it has no
reduces the total to 10.7 million; exmore than three or five employees,
clusion of big businesses drops it to 10.4
while others will squeeze into the
million, or 96.7 percent of nonfarm
category
businesses employing
businesses.
thousands of workers.
Milton Stewart, who headed the
Despite being eliminated in one
Small Business Association private)
count, farms are relisted in another
before he became-chief advocate for the
count of small businesses. Of the more
Small Business
Administration
than
3 million U.S. farms, 99 percent
'public), was asked the question'
are considered small businesses in the
several years ago. He pondered.
SBA summaries.
The definition is vague, he conceded,
With all but a small percentage of
after several moments of reflection.
businesses and farms considered small,
But. he concluded, many people conthe category becomes so all-embracing,
sider it to include any company that
that it tends to lose some of its
isn't one of the 1,000 largest industrial
significance.
concerns.
By that definition, a company can
In fact, it might even be argued that
employ thousands of workers, and have
there are more differences within the
sales far in excess of $50 million and
small business category than there are
assets of $100 million or more. It can be
between it.and big business. Earnings,
the biggest company in the community.,
ownership, assets, employees and goals
are in themselves categories that make
in the county.
In preparing for the conference. this
them different.
week,57 regional meetings were held in
And yet, one of the almost constant
the past year.
themes of small business movements is
that of unity, commonly expressed, as
Arthur Levitt, chairman of the
a _was in_prgi_a_ria.for the_White flogs
ctnek Farhat) e wlin_is also
.e
tiälirTtsW'ur'the'cominissiVr -that-helped organize the conference, said he
speaking with one voice.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

2Left-Footed Basketball Shoes
Cart Make A Fellotv Kincla Clumsy

.•••••

Traffic on an icy stretch on U. S.
Highway 641 North about 44 mile north
of Murray Memorial Gardens was
halted last night about 1130 p.m Water
had run off a hill onto the highway
making a solid sheet of ice for about 50
yards, according to Deputy Sheriffs
Calton Morgan and Maarice Wilson
Four cars had gone off the road into the
ditch before traffic was halted.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertie
Elkins Cooper, 81, Mrs. Mattie Wade,
66, Ira C. Lassiter, 92, Joe Neebles, 79,
and Mark Churnbler, 14.
Organization of violin classes in the
Murray Elementary Schools will begin
Jan. 19, according to Richard W.
Farrell, chairman • of the Music
Department, Murray State University:—
Births reported include a boy,
Michael Todd, to Mr. and Mrs. Reggie
Shultz on Jan. 10, a boy, Kenny Wayne,
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wallace on
Jan. 11, a boy, Charles Ashley, to Mr
and Mrs. Charles R. Thurman, Jr., on
Jan 11, a boy, Jimmy Dale, to Mr. and
Mrs Edgar Dwight Houston on Jan. 12,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Owen Smith on Jan. 11.
Scott Diuguid, son of Mr. and Mrs
James Diuguid Of Murray, is a student
at Auburn University, Auburn, Ala

20 Years Ago

4-Nt

Reelected as directors of the Peoples.
Bank at the meeting held Jan. 12 were
Fleetwood Crouch, A. F. Doran, H.
Glenn Doran, R. H. Falwell, Hugh L.
Houston, Conrad H. Jones, Carl B.
Kingins, Lynnwood Morris, L. D.
Outland, George E. Overbey, and H. T.
Waldrop.
Deaths reported -includelprs. Lucy
Burks, 94.
Thieves broke into Faxon' School on
the night Of Jan. 13 and escaped with
approximately $12.
Estelle Ezell presented the program
on "Etiquette" at the meeting of the
Murray Una of the National Hairdressers held at the Kentucky Colonel
with Judy Adams, president, presiding
-77%—,1*agri
Cottage Grove beat Hazel, Benton beat
Murray High, and Kirksey beat New
Concord. High scorers were Wilson for
Cottage Grove, Thomas for Hazel, Peck
and Darnell for Benton, Rose for
Murray, Edwards for Kirksey, and
Curd for New Concord.

Now that basketball is king at
Cope, who caald jump like a
look a bit clumsy.
Murray State, the Racers seldom take
kangaroo, came to Murray State and
the home floor without the smoking
Then it suddenly dawned on the
became one of its real stars. In fact, he
area echoing with stories of some of the
Murray
coach what was amiss. Cope's
was labeled "Mr. Basketball" in
star players of the past.
shoes weren't matched' He was
Murray's annual North-South game as
Chad Stewart was telling one the
wearing two left-footed shoes — one
a high school senior.
other night about Mason Cope, one of
from his practice pair and one from his
One night during the 1949-50 season,
•
Murray's all-time great players.
game pair.
so Chad's story goes, the team was on
Cope, a 6'2" forward-guard, played
Long Island for a game with Long
his high school basketball over at
Hodges was known for admonishing
Island University — at the time
Brewers — a little bend in the road
his players to be careful in packing
coached by Claire Bee and one of the,
between Mayfield and Benton near the
their gear for road trips, and Cope, in
real basketball powers in the country.
Graves-Marshall County line. He was a.
rushing to get ready for the Long Island
As the two teams were warming up at
•
Brew.I.caRY,
liacJi_inAlairray had. wiata_k
h*„.,
6k..--oppacs.afcts
went undefeated and won the state
patked tWb-left-footed-gibesT
and Harlan Hodges, the Murray coach,
championship.
•
his game pair.
•were chittin
. g near the-itcorer's table:
The late McCoy Tarry was the
Rather than risk Hodges ire for
Boys
Murray
he
As
watched
the
4.urori
Brewers coach before going to Memmaking
such a mistake, he had simply
passing off and taking practice layups,
phis State to coach there for a while.
wedge his right foot into the odd, leftBee asked, "Which one is the Cope
Benton Mayor Coy Creason and
footed shoe and was trying to play with
boy?"
Christian County High School Principal
it.
''Oh, he's number so-and-so," Hodges
Barney Thweatt also were on the
Once his problem was discovered and
said without so much as glancing
Brewers team.
Coach Hodges had made a few choice
toward the Murray players. "Yeah?"
Chad well remembers playing
movements about packing road gear,
Bee replied. "He looks kind of clumsy
against them as a Murray High player.
the Long Island coach graciously fitted
out there to me."
The bodies of Robert Healy and
He and his Tiger teammates faced
the Murray star with a pair of shoes in
Clumsy!" exclaimed Hodges.
Eugene Slocum who disappeared Jan. 1
Brewers in the first round of the district
which he played the game.
Why, there's nothing clumsy about
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians will be
tournament every year of his four at
about when the discuss legislation of
Chad doesn't remember whether • while on a duck hunting trip on Kenhim. He's 'Mr. Basketball' back where
reading several stories within the next
Murray
ucky Lake were found yesterday th
High,
and,
with
exception
afmembers of the General Assembly or
of
M
Murrayay
won or lost on that trip to Long
we came from." Turning to leok at
few weeks about lobbyists at the 1980
their
ternoon
in the Pine Bluff area of e
appear before a legislative cornmittee
Island,
he
but
vividly
remembers
Cope
final
meeting'
that
was
as
far
as
Cope
as
he
was
saying
this,
the Murray
session of the General Assembly that
they got.
lake. A search continues for the body of
to explain their position on the bill and
hobbling through his warmup paces
coach did notice that his star seemed a
opened January 8.
Talmadge
They beat the Redrnen only in Chad's
Burkeen who was with the
sometimes point out bad features that
that
night
in
his
two
left-footed shoes
bit hampered in his movements. By
Contrary to the misguided image
senior year, and by then, with exception
same two men on the hunt.
•
would affect the public as a whole.
,
golly, he thought, looking closer, he did
members of the public have about
of Cope, all the big guns at Brewers.
Deaths reported include- Mrs. Nannie
While a lot of reporters here write
It's 61;441 Charlie Rains, suh!
lobbyists and their activities, lobbyists
Garland, 76.
including Coach Tarry, were gone.
about lobbyists and sometimes try to
The affable and hard-working
are not furtive characters who lurk in
In Chad's freshman year of high
A total of 1,121,386 pounds of dary
paint them as shady character, let it be
Murray sign painter was pleasantly
dark doorways or corners to support
school, Brewers went to the quarterfired tobacco was sold on the Murria
known that the Kentucky Press
surprised the other day upon receipt of
legislative actions for the public good to
finals of the state tournament. In his
Market during the past week, acBehold, I come quickly.. hold thal
Association employes an attorney full
a Kentucky Colonel's commission dated
favor private and special interests to
fast which thou bait, that no man take
sophomore year, it lost in the finals by
cording to Cecil Thurmond, publicity
time to look after their legislative inDec 20, 1979, and certainly one of the
thy crown. Revelation 3.11
the detriment of society as a whole.
four points, and when he was a junior it
man for the local market. The farmers
terests and report to them. The Courierfirst
issued
by
Gov.
John
Y.
Brown,
Jr.,
What do you ha,'that is worth
Kentucky Revised Statutes define a
received
was the year the Redmen went un$297,735 75 for an average of
Journal also has a taw firm that watafter
taking
office.
isolefenst—ow-fo---kw—faw 1.•
i‘l f-ir‘AL
lobbyist was any person employed as
beaten and won it all.
ches bills that might be detrimental to
.
Charlie was recanunended for the
Only he who possesses lesu.
126 55. Per huntire4 weig
rlegieInwe.cutknsel--- -that-ae-wslvipar
......a..-legisLattue
The Advisory Council of the Calloway
++-a-ea-+ •
Sas lour has anything eterna ll.
honor by State Senator Richard _
as
''''W444to promote, oppose or act with
4elisP"er
4
44
1--•
s
,
prisity.rets
oits4m
whole in Kentucky.
Cu..11-9Mern-41-ke-r-s (
e. ---1Yetsetiterger of - Mayfield - •
13 .e. • 'at
reference to any legislation which
apartment of the County
Home
The cardinal rule
aft-experienced
•
affects or may affect private pecuniary
Demonstra
tion
Agent,
Rachel
lobbyists is never to lie or to
-270
interests as distinct from those of the
Rowland,for a luncheon on Jan. 11 with
misrepresent legislation in discussions
whole people.
Mrs. Thomas Parker, president,
with legislators. He loses his efStatutes also require that all lobpresiding.
fectiveness if he is caught in a lie or
byists must register with the Attorney
In high school basketball- games
gets a reputation for misrepresenGeneral. It also specifies that each
Murray Training beat Hazel, Murray
tation.
lobbyist must file with the Attorney
High beat Mayfield, and Hardin beat
Less than one-third of the bills inBy Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
General within 30 days after the close of
Almo. High team scorers were
troduced in a legislative session are
Copyright, 1111
the session a statement of expenses
Magness and Outland for Murray
passed and become law. Many are very
•4.4.4-44-4.+.1-•44-44-4.44+++++++++++.1.•-•.-4.
incurred in promoting or opposing
•+•+++++++++++++
•
•
+•
Training, Taylor for Hazel, Jeffrey for
bad bills, and, believe it or not, some
Sgt. Edward Hopper was reported killed in action in Mirth
legislation.
Murray High, Apperson for Mayfield.
are introduced that the sponsor never
The Constitution of the United States
Africa July 23, 1943, Sgt. Hopper formerly lived in Murray with his
Gardner for Hardin, and Miller for
expects to become law. The sponsor
says that any person may appear
Alm°.
introduced It for a constituent. Some
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen P. Hopper, before the family moved.
before the lawmakers to ask for a
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
also are introduced as punitive or
Another son, Clyde lIopper, was a prisoner of war after being capredress of wrong, which means that any
"Home In San Antone" starring Roy
harrassment purposes against the
tured at the outset of hostilities at Bataan, Philippine Islands. In
private citizen may try to persuade
Acuff.
public or private enterprise.
a
radio appeal from Tokyo, Clyde had inquired of his brother's
legislators to see his point of view on
Let's take a look at one simple little
any legislation and to point out any
welfare, unaware he had become a battlefield casualty.
old bill:
wrong that proposed legislation may do
HB 52, Introduced by Rep. Clayton
to him or citizens in a like situation.
Corp. Royce Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Jones of the
By The Associated Press
Little: "Create new sections of KRS
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 15, the 15th
Sixty-one lobbyists, some of them
Hazel
community, died from wounds roceived in North Africa on
Chapter 67 and 82 to require ordinances
day of 1980. There are 351 days left in
representing
more
than
one
enacted by local governments to apJuly 7, 1943 as the result of battle injuries of June 27.
the
organization or business were
year.
pear on the November ballot for voter
registered before the legislature
Today's highlight in history:
Staff Sgt. David H. St. John, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. •C,_St,
approval to become permanently efopened its first session.
On Jan. 15, 1929, civil rights leader
fective."
John of East Hazel, was reported died in England from a bicycle
Martin Luther King Jr., was born in
Lobbyists have 10 days to register
Imagine how large the ballot would
By Ken Wolf
accident, Oct. 23, 1943. lIe was graduated from Hazel High and
after they appear here to lobby,
Atlanta.
be in some places. Also imagine how
To be fully aware of ourselves,
operated
a
station
gas
On this date:
Some may come in the middle of the
in
Hazel
enlisting
before
April,
in
1941.
difficult it would be for city governscientists are now telling us, we must
session to work for or against
In 1535, King Henry VIII assumed the
Tragically coincidental his grandparents had received a message on
ments to operate. Turmoil would
recognize our genetic inheritance from
provisions of a single bill offered that
title ''Supreme Head of the Church" in
prevail every year.
the _same date 25 years previously that their son Ewing Hart was
the lower forms of life. This is one
late or later in the session.
England.
I would hate to see the products of a
message found in the work of Dr. Carl
killed in the Argonne Forest, rrance, in World War I.
Lobbyists are already registered
In 1922, the Irish Free State was
legislative session where no lobbyists
Sagan, the Cornell University physicist
here who represent such diverse inestablished:
appeared to argue their case in the
Seventy-six men were called up for induction in the armed
and author of The Dragons of Eden and
terests as the National Association of
In 1929, the United States joined other
legislative process.
Broca's Brain.
services scheduled for Nov. 15. As a result the draft board had
Retired Persons, Kentucky Harness
nations in renouncing war as a means
Enough bad bills are passed as the
Given this recent attention to man's
depleted all available unmarried men. Of the total 85 men were
Race Association, Kentucky Nurses'
of settling international disputes.
matter now stands.
physical humanity, it is appropriate to
Association, various labor groups,
In 1973, President Richard Nixon
accepted, thus reflecting the lowering of health exemption rules by
note that man's "middle state" betlarge corporations, the Kentucky Trial
ordered
a halt to all offensive military
the
War
Departmen
t. In the Christmas call .for 5 men;27 were
ween God and beasts has been a subject
Wintry Ledger & Times
Attorneys' Association, Jefferson
operations in North Vietnam.
fathers of pit-Pearl Harbor children.
of discussion and debate for centuries,
County Sheriff, Public' Employes
In 1978, in Tehran, President Carter
(USPS 306700
if not millenia.
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
United for Legislative Action,
met with the shah of Iran.
Cpl. Chester Emery Stafford, employed with the Sykes Lumber
Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
One form this debate takes is our
railroads, trucking industry, Louisville
The Murray Ledger & Times Li published
Ten years ago, more than a dozen
Company before being called up for service, was drowned in the
continuing arguments over the
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, ChristApartment Association.
school districts in five southern states
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
respective
influence of reason and
Mediterranean Sea, near North Africa, when his transport ship was
You can be sure the Kentucky School
Murray Newspapers, Inc, 103 N 4th St
had just over two weeks to deserpegate
emotion, intelligence and will. Some of
Murray, Ky 471 Second Class Postage Paid at
torpedoed Nov. 26, 194.3. A brother, Sgt. Hilton Stafford, was
Boards Association, The Kentucky
under a new Supreme Court ruling.
Murray,Ky 4Z371
our
wiser
thinkers have been aware
Education Association, and Kentucky
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
Five years ago, President Gerald
reported missing in action Sept. IS, 1944. They were the sons of
that man becomes less human when he
carriers, $300 per month, payable in advance
School 'Administrators will have lobFord said the state of the union "is not
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stafford of Granite City, Ill. In addition
goes
to
either
extreme. These words
byistshere.
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky ,Her.din, and
good." He urged an economic stimulus
from the German poet-philosopher
the Staffords had two other sons, Pfc. Porter Stafford and Pfc.
Paris. BucOaand Puryear.
, $=.30 per
The major lobbyists who are hired
package and energy Independence
year By mail to ether destirustions. 137.50 per
Joharui Freidrich von Schiller (1759Harvey Stafford, in combat zones.
Lalltimeto look after public affairs and
year
program.
1805 ) were written on the eve of our
.
4ssociated Pratt, Kentucky Press
governmental interests for
One year ago, Chicago was trying to
corAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
modern era of political .and social
Lieut. Burgess OVerby, 22 year old bornLI 'iplane navigator
porations or associations are usually
Aasoriation
dig, out from under two feet at snow
violence .
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
operating out of an England base, was reported missing in action
well informed on their subjects. They
by a blizzard that took dozens
republish local news originated by The Murray
A human being may deny his
haven battery of skilled lawyers behind
lodger & Ilmes as well as all other AP news
Nov. 8, 1943, according to a message received by his parents, Mr.
:
d
r lives.
humanity fil IWO ways: either as a
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
them who carefully research every bill
Today's birthdays Chuck Berry is
and MTS. Edgar Overby. Lieut. Overby was a former student at
Rosiness(Mice
733-11118
savage, when his feelings rule over
Classified Advertising
introduced that will affect their private
54.
131-1916
Murray
big
University
State
.
principles;
Retail r Display) Advertising ....
or as a barbarian,
153-1912
Interests or be harmful to the public.
Thought for today: There is no pillow
Circulation
733-1516
when his principles destroy his
News and Sports Dept
They know what they are talking
so soft as a clear conscience — French
753-11111
To Be Continued
feelings.
proverb.
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Lobbyists And
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newdeatures
Wherever it is damp, warm,
poorly lighted and without adequate ventilation, mildew is
likely to grow.
Mildew ma growth, an actual
plant that belongs to the group
known as fungi. It, usually is
whitish and, in the form et
molds, grows in basements,
crawl spaces, clothing closets
and many other places, including in damp clothes rolled
up for ironing and on shower
curtains. Wherever this growth
occurs, there are musty odors
and discolorations. In severe
slows*, the molds eat into such
things as fabrics.*
How can you prevent mildew?,Read that first sentence
again. Deprive mildete-rif the
conditions under which it flou-

rishes and you deprive it of
life Still another factor is dirt
When something is clean, at IS
less likely to support the
growth of mildew than when it

is soiled. So, if you want mildew to stay away from your
clothes, keep them .clean as
well as not storing them in
damp, warm places where
there is little ventilation or
light
In trying to control the
causes of dampness, be especially aware of the " condensation of warm, moist air
on cooler surfaces This can occur in basements, in crawl
spaces and 1/1 the house itself.
Outside drainage must be adequate to keep water from leaking into basements In crawl
spaces under the house, spread
a layer of moisture-barrier ma-

I Mrs.
tudent

0
eoples .
2 were
in, H
ugh L
arl B
L. D.
H. T.

terial over the soil, using either
heavy roofing paper or polyethylene plastic film. Inside the
basic structure, dehumidifiers
are excellent. Silica gel, activated alumina or calcium chloride may be used to absorb
moisture from the air, especially in closets and other confied
areas which are susceptible to
dampness. Improve the ventilation by opening closet doors,
partigularly during continued
wet weather. Hang the clothes
loosely so that air can circulate
around them. Dry all clothing
before putting it into the closet.
Excessive moisture is often
caused by cooking, laundering
aryl bathing in a house where
there is inadequate ventilation.
Sometimes an exhaust fan is all
that is necessary to keep moisture down to the proper level.
When there are musty odors
on cement floors and on tiled
walls and floors in bathrooms,
get rid of them by scrubbing
with a dilute solution of sodium
hypochlorite or other chlorine •
bleach available in grocery or
similar stores. Use Io to 1 cup
of liquid household bleach to a
gallon of water. Rinse with
clear water and wipe as dry as
possible. Keep windows and
doors open until the walls and •
flOors are thoroughly dry. Work
quickly on plastic and asphalt
tile to avoid spotting the surfaces.
Mildew on the outside of a
house will occur after a portion
of the wood stays damp for a
period of time. Therefore, be
careful about planting shrubbery so close to the house that the
sun never gets to it.
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A new bath can alleviate the problem ofovercrowding, especially if vanities for storage space are included. When shopping for vanities look for the
NK('A certification seal, which indicates the vanity
is designed to withstand hard use and abuse.

(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
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How To Decorate an Apartment
By BARBARA MAYER
AP News/tato-es
Making do with a cramped
arid unattractive apartment
was once acceptable. Many
apartment dwellers could look
forward to moving to their own
homes someday, and they channeled extra funds into saving
fee this purpose_
But today, fewer individuaLs
are able to own a home. According to a recent study, only
20 percent of American families
can afford the costs associated
with ownership of a medianpriced, new home, and only 36
percent can afford ownership of
a media n-priced, existing
home.
'And, aside from growing
costs, single-family homes are
inappropriate and undesirable
choices for a large number of

- -

CREPE EDGES If the edges of crepes are too
crisp and tend to crack, the
_pan -may be too hot or the
batter too thin. If the batter is
too thin, mix in one or two
tablespoons of flower.

14 a

M5346AN OPEN-BEAM CEILING IS FEATURED in the living
area of this cottage design The living area includes the
kitchen which consists of an island sink with built-in range
and counter space. On both sides of the area there are
bedrooms.-Sliding glass doors lead onto• balcony. Plan
HAI134G has 1,160 square 'feet. For more information
write-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-to architect Carl E. Geiser. 25600 Telegraph Rd., Southfield.
Mich, 48034.

EYEGLASSES
About 75 to 80 percent of the
eyeglasses prescribed today
contain a correction for
astigmatism, according to the
American Optometric
Association.

Lighting in the home for
both beauty and economy
.energy -saving fluorescents,
sparkling incandescents, and a
few fancy, decorative light
bulbs proving you can have
your cake (save energy) and eat
it too, in terms of attractive
lighting.
.
The lighting fir the Detroit,
-kfich., home is designed by
General Electric residential

An unusual new home is a
lighting designer's dreamhouse
7..hut it will also make some
owner very happy for it combines beauty with economy.
Called the Edison Solar
Energy Home, it features

If they could remodel only says NKCA,that determine
one room in the house, how efficiently the units
most families would redo will store and how long they
will look gooti.
the kitchen.
7-7111111-•-•"7
1
In a recent consumer
Consider the daily abuse
/
survey by Better Homes & cabinets get in the average
Gardens- magazine, kit- kitchen. They are subjected
chens-with 40 percent of. to high humidity and sharp
the "vote"-ranked far a- temperature changes, water
head of other roomii as the splashes and food spills.
pl-irne remodeling choice: Drawers and shelves are
Almost one:third of those overloaded, and have cans
queried had already com- and Other-heavy objects
on them. Doors are
pletely remodeled a kitchen.
Many respondents who had banged into and slammed
CREATE COLORFUL KITCHEN ACCENTS and .,,l ,Iii' al
not modernized a kitchen in shut. Children sometimes
storage space with spray-painted wicker.
the pat year, planned to do use doors and drawers as
so this year.
step stools to reach high
------The-survey. -ithtywed--46- --shelves.- -- To help consumers choose
percent of families planned
kitchen remodeling them- cabinets that_can withselves. Usually, they were stand this coughhouse,
•
•
•
realistic about costs: 41 NKCA certifies units that
percent got several. esti- meet the strict construction
mates before beginning; 53 and performance standards
percent found expenses of the American National
black basket provides an exotic
P
•P
were "just about" what they Standards Institute(ANSI). Perftirm
color magic and pro- backdrop for golden c'pranges
i
ca nets
eied
Ccrtified kitchenbi
po. and pcsehes, purple pl..cis
elititcv% mor
Being realistic - ('man- and bathroom vanities sibilities in a drab or outdated juicy figs.
The color conscious chef will
("ally and otherwise-helps have a round, blue-andsusalests the National
,
wharthy,t-,5-0--Pmcm-tailibte,nr of
-Paint ailUTTuRins X—r-fr''''fiftVatirarvItnisw"
perk up the decor as well as the
want from remodeling. It is fixed inside a door or
Hon.
Wicker items, found in. recipe! Paint an oblong basket
important to zealize, for drawer.
mustard yellow or paprika red
abundance at import emThey earn the seal by
example, that a kitchen is
poriums and kitchenware de- and line .it with frequently -used
essentially a workroom. As passing about 30 compresucht it requires equipment
hensive laboratory tests 'partments, are inexpensive and herbs and spices.
-More- -help --is
'provide -portable storage- for
and material-1i that are •deand inspections.
when a wicker wall caddy.
r- -pendable and can take
mobile lifestyles.
The wisdomof careful
Color coordination is espe- painted perky blue, hiiuses
years of haniuse. Cabinets cabinet selection is indibouquet of shiny whisks and
fun in the kitchen where
cially
surare an example.
caled by the magazine
prowooden spoons. Colorful basfood
-4f
colors
al.
the-natur
• The National • -Kitchen vey. About 78 percent of the
wall decorations serve douket
changing
constantly
vide
a
Cabinet Association points respondents said they were
ble duty when they're whisked
out that cabinets have two "very concerned" about color environment. Summer's
lush tomatoes or ruddy autumn down to serve bread, rolls or
important purposes. They construction quality when
apples are a feast for the eye crackers.
cabinets:
kitchen
provide almost all of the choosing
When spray painting. tie sure
when they're displayed in a
When asked about ultimate
kitchen's storage space and
green spray-painted bas- to work in a well-ventilated
deep
establish the room's deco- satisfaction with the units
area, away from all sources of
ket.
rating scheme. But, it is the selected, a similar percenheat, sparks and flame. For hest
Speckled country eggs nestle
cabinets' construction and tage said they were "very
comfortably in a fich brown' results, read the directions. on
perfoitnance capabilities, satisfied'
— coated container. A glossy the can thoroughly.

guest star.
Two bathrooms on the sec-

ond floor are more conservatively lighted with Soft White
fluorescents suspended from
the ceiling behind white diffuser panels.
The living and .dining rooms
as well as the laundry make

dimmer, surround the mirror of' post lantern controlled by a
dusk-to-dawn photo cell.
the first floor Powder room and
give a theatrical effect for the

Create -colorful kitchens
with spray-panited wicker

frp

•

ENERGY-EFFICIENT FLUORESCENTS are used throughout the kitchen for work surfaces and general lighting. Soft
White fluorescents were charms because the warm color they
produce blends well with incandescent light bulbs. Fluorescents use about half the electricity to provide about the same
amount of light as regular household bulbs, according to GE.
In addition, the Soft White fluorescents have an average
rated life of from five to 26 times longer.

ok
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"dual function'' and '-individual," it Isn't surprising. These
words express the solutions

they advocate for conquering
the difficulties of living in an
apartment
•'Furnishing fur smaller
spaces is different. Its not just
a question of buying less furniture or smaller pieces," explains Joanna Krotz.
Instead, look at every piece
you are considering from the
point of view of "What will it
do for me?" she said
Will a table extend or fold.
will a sofa open into a bed; Is
the material going to hold up to
hard use? Compare pieces and
buy the one that gives you the
most value Buy by the piece,
not by the suite You can't afford to waste an inch or space
or a single purchased item of
furnishings, they agreed
"We tell readers to l'aist
themselves. They are the experts in their own lives and if
something pleases them and
solves their problems, that's all
that is necessary," summarized
Carol Helms.
"The Apartment Book" is by
the editors of Apartment Life
Magazine and includes some
material already shown in the

magazine. It is published by
Crown.)

fl Here's the Answer ElJ

niloretce
teasen and features a' variety of
A special touch in the family
decorative but functional lightroom is provided. by 50Awatt
ing fixtures and effects.
flood lights on a track system
In the_kitc&JI, for instance,
from which they light the fire
general lighting is provided by
-a wood-trimmed .fixture with
place wall accenting the all and
four 20-watt fluorescent tubes.
the featured objects on the manIn addition, work surfaces are. tle.
lighted by tubes located under
For security, floodlights
the cabinets and over the sink.
around the outside of the home,
plus coach lanterns at the front
"Powder puffs of light," acentrance and...garage, suppletually low wattage, globement the light provided by a
shaped 15-watt bulbs on, a

4ropped

necessary And bake it in a
portable oven set up wherever
there is room for it
If a conversation with these
young authors is peppered with
words such as

small families and single adults
living alone.
These economic and sociological facts of life have combined to make the subject of ref ur bishing and decorating
aparttnents one of great interest to many consumers.
According to Carol Helms
and Joanna Krotz - editors
with others of "The Apartment
Book," a new book on the subiect - apartment dwellers, and
coy dwellers in general, have%
different set of requirements
than do families living in more
traditional spaces.
The biggest problem of
young, city-dwelling professionaLs, at whom the book is
aimed, is the need for more
space.
"Making the most of space,
adding storage room and finding a place to work at home or
to pursue a hobby, are the issues concerning these people,"
noted Carol Helms.
The solution to the problem is
to forget about the traditional
ways of doing things. Analyzing
the need and coming up with
the best solution, no matter
how unorthodox, is the method.
And a satisfying result is the
only justification required.
For example, if a gourmet
cook lives in an apartment with
a tiny kitchen, the only answer
is to forget about the unacceptable boundary of the kitchen
wall. There's no law that says
you have to prepare food in the
kitchen. Put together a loaf of
bread in the living room, if

more prevalent in the kitchen
and bathroom tban anywhere
else in the house. Exhaust fans
may solve the problem by
pushing out the moisture before
it has time to seek an exit
through the walls. Sometimes,
even opening the windows a bit
just after bathing, showering or
cooking will prevent a moisture
buildup and subsequent damage
to the exterior paint. ,

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatores
Q. - We have moved into a
house with sliding glass doors
at the rear. They lead to a
patio. While we like the whole
setup very much, we are concerned that the doors are not
very efficient in conserving
energy. What can you tell me
about this?
A. - Sliding glass doors are
not very good in saving energy

Q.- Why is glossy paint bet-

____

alBtazL.,Jtwe g

I have read this many times,
but neversaw an explanation.
A. - Because, as a general
rule, glossy paint withstands
moisture better than flat paint
and therefore can be washed
often without damage.

and are well insulated, they
will perform satisfactorily in
the energy-savings department.
In homes built to take advantage of the sun's rays, such
doors always face the south.
But when the sun goes down,
they require some kind of covering to retain the warmth.
Q. - We are having some
work done in our house and
have been told that we must
get a permit. The remodeling
involves plumbing. While we
have hired a plumber, we do
not know when to obtain the
permit and when the inspection
will be made. Can you advise
us?
A. - If you are hiring a licensed plumber, he can tell you
how and when to obtain the
permit and may, in fact, get it
for you. There is usually more
than one inspection for plumbing - once when the pipes,
stacks, etc., are installed and
once when the job is completed.
Q. - Our wooden house is
si flaking only on one
eling and
- &du asla the-jib
the kitchen and Joatlwoom are
cjitedjugl I am wondering if
-8"d"-wilfr
this has solielfiiriefo
what is happening. Am I right?
A. - Very probably. When
there is excessive moisture in a
room and it cannot escape because of lack of ventilation, it
often finds its way through the
outside walls. It then gets in
under the exterior paint and
pushes it away, resulting in the
peeling and flaking you mention. Naturally, moisture is

ilb

we

( Exterior and interior painting are discussed in detail in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House Inside and Out,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

Ormays
CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•All Types Of Wootsvorisinr_t
•New Krtchen Cabinet Tops
•Cobinet Hardware

753-5940
1212 Main
Murray. Ky.
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Olympic Plaze-Murray, Ky.-753-4150

20%

on

On All

-Hearth Craft Glass
Door In Stock
-Folding Screens Y2 Price
-Morton Hearth Furnace $149.99
-Wall Items On Sale

and

also

SAVE
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•
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*Fireplace Inserts
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Newest convenience for weekend athlete aching muscles.
is this hydro-massage whirlpool tub Fitting the same area
as a typical bathtub, the whirlpool unit has up to 50 percent
greater bathing and lounging area In addition, the tub has
built-in arm rests and a contoured back

In winter, the Carrier heat pump extracts heat from outdoor air
and circulates clean, uniform warmth throughout your home. In
summer, it reverses to keep you cool. It's a heating and air conditioning system all in one.

Quality Service
Company

402 Sunbury Circle

Call
753-9294

753-9294
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Execution Saves Murray

Racers Rally From Tired
Start To Take Samford
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor

kept building it to 19-14. But
Murray forward Gary Hooker
For the first half last night, -scored the next five points to
give the Racers their last
Murray State looked like a
deadlock of thO'first half.
team caught in a lull and
ready to be taken on its home ° Samford proceeded to take
advantage of numerous Murcourt. The Samford Bulldogs
ray misses, allowing the home
had brought in a team wellteam
only one shot per possescoached by Cliff sh'ettig and
led by a fine shooter in for- sion and rebuilt its lead to ten
points twice, at 29-19 and at 35ward Steve Barker.
25.
They caught us between
Murray closed the gap to 39Eastern and Western ," Mur-'
ray coach Ron Greene said. 35 by halftime and after that,
the second half brought out a
It was a good time for a mental letdown. I talked to the • different team.
'I think everybody was a litteam about Akron, about
respecting all our opponents." tle tired," said forward Glen
With Barker scoring eight of Green. who soared above his
his team's first 19 points,Sam- scoring average and en the
ford took an early lead and backboards. with 14 points and

eight rebounds. "They played
with a lot of patience against
OW toner"
Explaining his own improvement, Green said, "1
think! have (played with a lot
of authoritri for the last luple of games. Playing with
Gary (Hooker) makes you
play with confidence."
Hooker was his usual
energetic self after the game.
"I wasn't tired," he- said.
"You've got to soup yourself
up for a game like this. Coming right in the middle of the
Eastern and Western games,
you have to pump yourself
harder.
"We can't be tired now in
the middle of the season. It
took them to get up cia us to let
us know we had to put it in
gear. We knew they were going to come out ready, that
they were well conditioned
'and poised."
Asked about Hammonds,
Hooker admitted, "It looked
like tonight we're going . to
miss him a whole lot. He's a
main factor."
Without the assistance of its
msbench for its sixth game in 12
nights, Murray might not have
outlasted Samford. Freshman
Walt Davis continued, to

C
tau
val
ther
has
pa

"There were a couple of feetors here — the margin we did
win by. and we played a lot of.
basketball. The guys are a little leg weary. Playing without
Hammonds, we were tired.
"It tthe bench ) has really
been a plus for us-Davis did a
good job playing defense on
Barker. He made him work
for his shots.
'I thought we were getting
pretty good shots, but not
enough second shots.
"I think we were looking
around for Hammonds. We
missed him on the boards. He
was capable of 10 rebounds a
game."
Murray might have remained in deep trouble if it had not
been so amazingly accurate in
its free throw shooting for the
second straight game.
The Racers hit 32 of 36 attempts, 25 of 28 in the second
half. Those 25 second-half free
throws accounted for over half
of Murray's 39 points.
Led by Hooker's 15 rebounds, Murray also won the
battle of the boards, 42-34,
even though its shooting was
well off its norm at 40.4 percent.
Murray is now 10-4 as it
prepares for its game at

IT'S ROUGH GOING INSIDE fir Murfay's Mont Sleets (10) as he Is surrounded by a host
of Samford players

on his determined drive to the basket.

Copier on
the blink?

aggretitvenesstolir
night.
ray attack with seven points in
19 minutes; guard Michael
SAMFORD 11111V.
Davis played 14 minutes, givfg fga ft fta reh pf tp
ing Jerry Smith and Mont Barker.
11 22 5 8 4327
Sleets much-needed rests; and Bumbry
7 11 1 2 8 2i5
0 3 0 0 6 4 0
forward Barry Snow added Norton
Stewart 3 13 3 4 5 4 9
two and three rebounds in just Newton
2 5 0 0 4 4 4
Kahn
0 0 0 0 2 4 0
eight minutes.
0 1 1 2 0 0 1
"The main thing was that Francis
Lee
0 1 2 2 2 2 2
coach Greene wanted me to A ust
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 100 2
2
shut down Barker," Gary Skaggs
Radford
1 1 0 .1 0 2. 2
Davis said. -It also looked like CisseU
00
0
0
0
J) 0
25 51 12 19 34 21 Et
their movement and their TOTALS
•••
picks gave us trouble."
MURRAY STATE
Smith also gave Davis a lot
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
5 10 8 9 15 3 11
of credit for coming in and HoOker
Green .
3 86 8 8314
keeping Murray running.
Mann
4 8 0 0 7 3
4 12 2 2 2 30
"I felt the team came out Smith
Sleets
4 8911 2 2 1'
dragging.". he. Said.
: "We Dava.M. .
0 4 0 0 0_ 0 ,
weren't fired up. The shots Boyd
0 1 0 0 30 4
Davis, W
2 5 3 4 1 3 :
just weren't going in."
Snow
1 1 0 0 3 1
Ron Greene offered his ver- Adams
.0 0 2 2 0 1 :
.0 00 0 00
sion, "Mental and physical Strouse
23 5722 31 42 I'.
'
fatigue played an important TOTALS
Halftime: Samford 3; Murray L
part, but we still executed Teelmicals: nese. Attesdesee: LAM'
well. We only had eight tur- -Murray's west game:'Thursday. Jaa. tat. Western Reatucky, Bowling Greer
novers. •
730p m

GARY HOOKER (11) finds the going inside a little
rough as he encounters Samford's Steve Kahn (50).
Hooker scored 18 points and grabbed 15 rebounds in
the non-conference win,

•

Better see the new -very
reliable-A B pick 990
plain paper censer
The 990 has allot the "rnost
wanted feetures of machines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to make 11" a 17- copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels

snap and I said uh-oh, it's
broken.
-I took a jumper and when I
turned around, he (Tillman(
had stayed on his end,"
Hanimonds began as he explained the events leading to
the break. "I ran as fast as I
could and when I got to him,
he stopped': then I stopped.
"My foot stopped and my
body went forward. My foot
turned over.
"I tried to walk on it. If he
( Murray coach Ron Greene)
had put me in, I would have
played. He asked me if I
thought I could play. I said I'll
go in if sombody needs a rest
while they (EKU) were
playing a zone.
"I put some ice on it, it
loosened up and the soreness
was gone. The next-morning,
couldn't walk so I stayed in
bed all day."
The next day told the story
for the smiling forward after
x-rays had not revealed a
crack on Sunday.

Calloway Rosh Go To 8-1
The Calloway County
freshmen continued their winMug-. ways with a 61.-39 win
over St. Mary. The win
boosted Calloway's record to
8-1 for the year.
The Lakers shot 50 percent
from the floor and dominated
the backboards, 35-21. Craig
Darnell led the scoring with 22
points with Jeff Garrison not
far behind with 19. • _
Darnell,Garrison and Rusty
McKenzie each had six rebounds. I.'
: The • -Caltoiray- • trtlienap
their next game at Wingo
hest Monday night.
Calloway County (611 — Jeff
Garrison 19, Jeff Butterworth
1, Craig Darnell 22, Brian
•Tebbitts 4, Monty Ray 2. Van
Bay 2, Rusty McKenzie 1.

St. Mary (39) — Kerry
Boudreaux
17,
Scott
McKinney 4, Todd McKinney
2, John Colgan 7, Terry Haas
4. Cole Sanders 2, Phillip
Stnith 3.

Middle School Wins
Murray Middle School
defeated Fulton City, 57-35, in
a game played at Murray last
night.
.Murray led 32-24 at the half
before holding • Fulton .City
S43712561:C.fr: thethird quarter.
Mark Rogsess and Andy
Parks led Murray in scoring
with 11 points apiece. Boggess
paced the rebounders with
nine while Parks grabbed
seven.
The win leaves Murray at 33 for the year.

-Paul (trainer Paul Mock)
saw something there that
didn't look right," Hammonds
said. "He didn't know what it
was."

Murray is Dr. Hal Houstor
the team physician and
surgeon. While talking vi•W
coach Greene after lay'
night's game,. Houston sal,:
the break was too close to d
joint behind the bone for
Hanimonds to attempt t•
come back this year, even
tournament time.

Hammonds maintained his
faith in the team and in those
who will be examining him in
the near future. "We've got a
world-trained team," he said
proudly.
Greene, who was baffled to
Part of that team for the manner in which Han,-

BARRY SNOW (32) shoots from outside as Samford::
Steve Barker goes up to
defend against the shot: Snow made his only attempt of
the game while Barker
gave Murray fits with a 27-point night.

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

monds suffered the injury.
could otily shrug.
"All the training, all the
running, and he just -steps on
it," he wondered.
But Hammonds would not
be gloomy. "I'll be ready next
• year," he said. "The knee (an earlier iiijury) wEll be strong. I will give
it all this summer. It may
Liave worked out for the
better."

or

ITS practical. comfortable. agile and

And ii gives you a rema
erskttantl
9
4 EPA
Quick its 9o$ front wheel *attracted MPG and

drive 4-wheel independent suspension
rock and pinion steering and Michelin
steel-belted radials All standard

highway MPG • All in all to Car Is one of
the most unique exciting cars ever 10
come from across the Atlantic

Lady Racers Bounce Back Over ISU

On a night when the men
played a little sluggishly, the
Murray women& team played
one of its better all-around
games in a 97-43 pasting of a
good Indiana State team.
Murray's lead reached 60 at
91-31 before its defense finally
on ISU's capable shooters.
"They are very good outside
shooters," Murray coach Jean
Smith said about Indiana
State."We won so easily partly because we kept the
pressure defense on them.
They were- not very good in
their ballhandling."
For the Lady Racers, it was
quite a turnaround from its
last two games, a 72-64 loss to
Morehead and a 65-64 lastsecond loss to Eastern Kentucky.
"I hope maybe we learned
something out thee," Smith
said about the loss to Eastern..
Murray's final Scoring was
extremely balanced, with
guard Janice McCracken
leading the way with 16 points.
Reserve Diane Oakley was se.cond with 15 while forwards
Maria Kelsch and Wit !-striP5
and guard Lauri Lynd an
followed with 14 points.
Lamar also grabbed 19 rebounds as the Lady Racers
cleaned the boards for a total
of 61 to ISU's 29.
The win leaves Murray with
a 9-7 record.

St

Call us today

Hammonds Keeps Healthy Ou'itiookBy DAVID HIBBI'TTS
Sports Editor
His foot had been placed in a
cast earlier in the day and he
had been told that his seasonis
over, but Murray State
sophomore forward Kenney
Hammonds was looking on the
brighter side.
-I think the coaches think
it's between my ears,"
Hammonds kidded. "I've got
a lot of confidence in the team.
"We've got a well-balanced
team. The only way it hurt us
is if (Gary) Hooker and
Lamont (Sleets) get hurt.
Overall, we can bring in
somebody to replace each
other."
Obviously, Hammonds was
not giving himself enough
credit. For when the break
occurred in his foot, he had the
assignment of guarding
Eastern Kentucky's scoring
machine, James Tillman.
''l thought it was cracked
• when it first happened," he
said. "When it did, I heard it

Vs I
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LeCar
by Renault

And this is Le Place!
RENAULT'
-Sateg-anctSu—
trvice
You can now see Le Car right In your own
neighborhood. At your nearby
AMC/Jeep. Dealers Because we've lust
added It to our already fine lineup of
vehicles The luxurious AMC Concord.
sporty AMC Spirit, wide and roomy AMC
Pacer, the rugged Jeep CJ's, versatile
Jeep Cherokee, hard-working Jeep
Plckufl.and Je!p-Wdgoneer,the uttInsafe
4-wheel drive vehicle.
---•
-- Our Service Department has been
thoroughly trained In Le Car maintenance

LADY RACER CENTER BRIDGETTE WYCHE fires from
just in front of the basket in her team's 97-43 rout of
Indiana State.

and our Parts Deportment has a full
supply of ports In stock, too, so we're
ready and able to service your to Car
Immediately.
We've got the best selection of cars
and
4-wheel drive vehicles In town.
Come on
over and see for yourself. Le sooner, le
.
better!
'11w.. Rums ore 1qur....0140
Tow • rep" rriON, vary Clue 10 Cellrifog g*Oullsooss
speed w•orrwr

C0000000$ 000 rr10 length Actual
highway mileage
may be MAI

Cain's AMC,Jeep, Inc.
753-644.

641 North

Ii
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Outscores Vikings 55-13 After Pep Talk

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Calloway Girls Teach St. Mary A Lesson
Bs STE V ERECK ER
Sports Writer

The AP
Top Twenty

Just barely managing to take a'
26-24 advantage into the
lockerrooni at the intermisCalloway County's girls
sion. The locals came back in
taught the St. Mary Vikings a the second half
to scorch the
valuable lesson last night - nets for 55 points, while
at the
there are two halves to every same time holding
the host
basketball game.
Vikings to just 13 second half
The Lady takers performed points, to crush the
Paducah
pathetically in the first half, contingent,81-37.

College
Scores

on getting the ball inside more
"According to Laker mentor
The AP To 'Neat)
Mods,'a College Basketball Scores
and not being afraid to make one,z6-25, with 18 seconds left.
David Elliot, it was a standing
•.3) The Asaselated Press
By The Associated Press
that extra pass. I was really Calloway stole the ball but
team joke that eased the
The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-EAST
ated
Press
college
missed
basketball
consecu
American
poll,
three
tive
with
U. 22.
& Mary 72
Calloway tension at the half.
impressed with Mina's ana
first-place votes in parentheses, records
Bucknell
73,
Drexel
64
everybody's passing in the se- shots at the basket. A pair of and total points Points based on 26-111-16"We have a running joke in
Delaware Val. $I, Muhkmberg 70
cond half. We did an excellent free throws with time expired 17-16-15-14-13-13-11-10
Duquesne 103. Holy Cross 88
which, after I have given the
1
DePaul
ili
Fairfield
13-0
1,120
101.
Montclair
provided
St 72
the final difference
job of finding the open player
girls a tongue-lashing, I tell
2.0bio State 4)
11-1
Gettysburg 74, Lehigh 59 •
1,116
for.St. Mary.
in the last half."
3.Syracuse )5 i
them to be sure and tell their
Hofstra 93, Bridgeport 76
14-0
1,091
4Pc'eflon State
N.J. Tech 63. Ramapo 59
154
Marcy Miller led the Lakers
.360
The Lakers broke the game
parents that the only thing I
S Duke
12-2
Northeastern 68 Tufts 63
448
open early in the third period with a game-high eight points.
said to them was 'My, my
6.Kentucky
134
752
Penn Si. 25, Delaware 53
7 Louisville
12-2
743
as they poured in 24.of the first Angie Futrell added six points
Rider 89, East Stroudsburg 60
girLs-, we've got to play bet11.1ilalee
Dame
kehert Morns 67,St. Francis,Pail
417
26 points scored in the second and Mimi Todd chipped in
...ter,"-he explained. "The only
9.North Carolina
64
St. John's N.V 72, St. Joesph's Pa. 55
636
1051. Joha's, N Y
half. Calloway completely with five, as the young Lakers
thing I said to them at the half
11-1
630
SOUTH
11 Purdue
103
565
Alcorn St. 106, Southern 90
shut off Viking ace Pam saw their record slip to 4-4 on
tonieit was just that rule. it
17- Virgtnui
12-2
464
Citadel 54, Appalachian St. 53
.
Trogolo, who single-handedly the year..
gave us all a good laugh and
11-2
470
Delta St. 65,Troy 58
Calloway County - Mina - 244.mistarodSteite
9-3
364 -- Florida St./2.S.C.-Aiken 09.
helped to ease the tension.. kept St. Mary in the contest
.
15.211ssowi
12-2
330
Jacksonville 72, N.C.-Charlotte 68, OT
during the first half. Trogolo -Todd 14 3-7 31; Melissa Miller
After that we were.able to get
16.N. Carolina State
11-1
291
Jacksonville St. 83, Miss. College 76
17.Cleinson
a
could not garner a point in the 5 4-5 14; Kim Willie 5 4-4 14;
11-2
down to business."
276
James Madison 63. E. Carolina 52
18.Brighiun Young
12-3
265
Marshall 67, E. Tennessee St.62
final sixteen minutes as the Penny Overby 4 0-28; Rachael
Whatever the spell was, it
19.1ndlana
9-4
is
PicNeese
St. 59, NW Louisiana 46
Lakers ran roughshod over Lamb 1 0-0 2; Jane Ann Bar20.Tenneasee
was sufficient to allow tV
11-3
156
Mercer 92,Ga . Southern 70
row
2
0-0
4;
Futrell
04-4
Angie
Miss. Valley 69, Texas Southern 65
Lakers to put on their best of- the Viking defen3e.
Murray St. 78,Samford 62
Melissa Miller played a big 4: LaDona Overby 2 0-0 4;
fensive display this year. ,
N.Carolina 54, Georgia Tech 53
Randa
Key
0-0
0
Jena
0;
Hoke
Calloway hit 22 of 27 shots part in the Lakers'second half
N. Carolina-Asheville 76, Lenoir
LOUISVILLE, Ky i AP - Here are Rhyne 69
about-face. She scored six 0 0-0 0; Donna Coles 0 0-0 0;
from the field in the second
S.
Carolina St. 64, NC -Wilmington 61
top 10 teams in the Kentucky girls'
half to completely demoralize straight points early in the Marcy Miller 0 0-2 0; Mimi the
S. Mississippi 72, Arkansas S1.53
high school basketball poll, with first.
Todd
00-20. Totals: 33 15-26 81. place votes in parentheses, records and
Tenn. Chattanooga 84, W. Carolina 71
a Viking squad that took the third period to help Calloway
Tennessee St.92. Tenn. Martin 72
St. Mary-Mary Kaler 4 3-4 total points
game to the Lakers in the first pull away from St. Mary.
Virginia 65, Virginia Tech 58
"Laurel Co (9)
12-0 99
Miller scored 12 of her total in 11; Cathy Willett 4 1-59; Pam 2.Allen Co.
sixteen minutes.
W. Virginia Tech 73, Fairmont 52
12-1 62
MIDWEST
9-2 80
Mina Todd led the Calloway the decisive third quarter as Trogolo 4 0-0 8; Kim Rodgers 1 _ 3.01dharn Co.
Ball St. Vi4paraiso 56
4.Lou Assumption
9-2 56
tidal wave with 31 points. Kim the Lakers erupted for 38 0-0 2; Noreen Neal 0,0-0 0; 5.Lou Mercy
Cent. Missouri 87, NE Missouri 79
AcademY
11,1 48
Chris Kaler 2 0-1 4; Barbara 6.Paris
Indiana St. 79, Drake69 -.
Willie and Melissa Miller con- points in the period.
11-2 M
7.Dizie
Moorhead
Heights
St. 74, Jamestown 67
Scheer
0
12-1
31
0-2
0; Melissa
Elliot played mostly
tributed 14 points apiece as the
8.Corbin
Northern 111. 71, Towson St. 56
10-2 26
Lakers ran their slate to a glit- reserves in the final period but Rodgers 1 1-2 3. Totals: 165-14 9.Clark Co. (1)
NW Missouri 71,SW Missouri 62
11-0 21
10.0werisboro
Oral Roberts 109, N. Dakota St. 102
8-0 16,
the Calloway second-liners 37.
tering 10-1 on the season.
The ,Calloway boss further were not to be denied as they
explained the astonishing put 25 more points on the
•
Laker turnaround saying, "I board. The thoroughly rattled
knew that we would be flat Vikings could muster just
•
coming off of our game with three fourth period points on
Lowes. We already beat St. one-for-12 shooting from the
Mary once tbis year (68-47 at field.
Jeffrey Gymnasium) and I
St. Mary 28 Calloway 25
The St. Mary yearling
was afraid that we would take
them too lightly." he offered. managed to salvage a split for
"That was exactly our pro- the evening as they held off a
si
blem in the first half as we late Laker rush to triumph,28seemed to be just about a step 25. in the junior varsity conbehind them on defense for the test.
The Lakers trailed at every
whole half. "We remedied
cal,„thaiking lead to
1701116
-

41IP

Girls' Top Ten

.-•

rit

MINA TODD (23) puts up a jump shot over a St. Mary
defender on the way to 31 points in her team's 81-37
•

czevri..xa• 4r

Pro Cage
Standings
Essaira *delver.,
Anion& Distil.,
L
Pet
Boston
32 11
744
Ptulacielptua
32 11
744
Washington
20 21
41111
New York
22 25
MI
New Jersey
18 V
400
C eatral Diviataa
Atlanta
ZS 16
609
San Antonio
23 22
500
Houston
72 22
*0
Indiana
20 25
444
Cleveland
19 27
413
Detroit
11 35
239
Western Casteresee
Midwest Males
KANSAS City
29 19
604
Milwaukee
26 21
553
Denver
16 31
34o
(Etat&
.72
-136
Utah
13 33
263
Pbane DIvIelea
Seattle
33 13
717
Los Angeles
31 15
674
Phoenix
22 17
.622
San Diego
26 23
.531
Portland
24 24
500
Golden State
14 31
311
Maday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at New York
Seattle at Washington
New Jersey at San Antonio
Kansas City at Chicago
Phoenix at Denver
Utah at Los Angeles
Wedaesday's Games
Chicago at Boston .
Portland at Philadelphia
Denver at Indiana
Rims city at Milwaulree
New Jersey at Houston
Phoenix at Utah
Los Angeles at crolden State
Atlanta at San Diego

•

-
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Rams Are Strangers To Fans
Rams' last in Los Angeles's
Memorial Coliseum. In 1980
they'll caRliliaheim Stadium,
about 35 miles southeast,their
home.
They were booed loud and
often by their disgruntled fans

By BRUCE 1,0W ITT
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANG‘ELES AP - The
Los , Angeles
Rains,
"strangers" in a strange land,
begin in earnest, today what
would at first glance seem to
be a monumental task -to
prevent the Pittsburgh
Steelers from winning a fourth
Super Bowl.
To many visitors „to this
sundy. clime Of curt.s, gurus
and uninhibited dress, it is
indeed a strange land, this
megalopolis called Los
Angeles, and the Rams feel
like strangers.
The National Football
League's 1979 season was the

who, having suffered4through

countless season.; which ended
one or two games short of a
Super. Bowl berth, saw their
heroes as deserters. And 1979
was hardly an overwhelming
season. for Los -Angeles. The
Rams staggered to a 9-7
record and the National
Conference's West championship
before finally
reaching the pinnacle with
playoff victories over Dallas
and Tampa Bay.

Specials

Yet the Rams are outsiders
-in more than one way.
They will be wearing their
road uniforms next Sunday in
the Rose Bowl in nearby
Pasadena, the setting for the
Super Bowl, because this is
the American Conference's
year to play the tole of host
team.
And, like pioneers circling
the waggons to fend off atlackers, _ the Rams are
drawing closer together to
ward off what they perceive to
be unwarranted assaults by
sports writers, including some
from the Los Angeles area.
"I thought we'd get more
respect after those games
against the Cowboys and
Buccaneers) but we haven't,"
said Doug France, an offtirrsive
.11-t
we're not supposed to be in the
Super Bowl. And some of the
local writers - just a couple
- who were against us have
jumped back on the boat."

Razelle's right-hand man )
said when the boycott rumble
first surfaced.

••• •••
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Hoovers HOOVER
ebrityTm III Air-Ride
Blizzard Cel
Vacuum Cleaner
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Savings!
• CONVENIENT CORD WRAP
• POWER-PEDAL SWITCH
• FULL-TIME EDGE CLEANING

SAVE$2000
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Dissatisfaction has been
expressed by Coach Ray
Malavasi as well. "I'd call it
inaccurate journalism," he
said of some of the stories
about his Rams. "They (the
writers) don't know what's
going on. We bolt have good
teams and - winning records
'and deserve to be here:"
France said the mood has
been such that a few of the
Rams have even thought of
boycotting the hundreds of
sports writers massing here to
cover this anniml=spectacle. It
is highly unlikely, though, that
any boycott will occur. The
NFL simply won't permit it.
"It is the Rams'responsibility
to .cooperate with the news
media and if They diMT we
will see that they do," Don

HOOVER® Convertible
Upright
Special
•All-steel agitator
•Big disposable bag
•4-on-the-floor carpet shift
• Full time edge-cleaning

sitt495
•st0,14Ntte.-

1111

Reg. 54.95
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Self-propelled
CONCEPT 011ETu

love $50

saying the drive that took her
to the top in tennis probably
has burned out- has revealed
plans to retire from competition after five more
tournaments.

By The Associated Press
Coach Ray Meyer and
DePaul finally are going to get
a chance to live with a No.1
ranking. But for UCLA,
college basketball's wonder
I'm not enjoying praying
team of the 1960s and 70s, the tennis anymore - that's the
story is new - life without a problem," she declared.
number.
"There's.a good chance I'm
Meyer ended 37 years of 'burned out. Although I'm only
waiting for a No.1 ranking 25, I've been at it for eight
Monday
when
DePaul years." •
replaced Duke as the top team
She said she 'didn't like the
in The Associated Press
college basketball poll. The word "retire," but couldn't
Blue Demons, 12-0 and ranked think of a better-word for what
second last week, received 51 she expects to do.
of 60 first-place votes and 1,189 "I've been disenchanted for
of a possible 1,200 points in the the last year and a half," she
nationwide balloting of sports said in a telephone interview
from Cincinnati.
an
honor;
broadcas
ters.w've Cliwilleir
rheCir
never been No.1, you know."
Takes
said Meyer, who earlier this
PALM, SPRINGS, Calif.,
season recorded his 600th
career coaching victory. "In a (AP) - The 1980 PGA Tour
way, it's a penalty because opened just as the decade of
from here on in we have to be the '70s ended - with the new
guys wirmtng.
good every night."
But it's a challenge Meyer
6 record-tying total of .12
said his team will look for- men scored
their first pro
ward to,
victories in 1979, and Craig
And just as Monday's poll Stadler made it 13 in a 12ended Meyer's wait, it also month period Monday with his
ended 31CLA's stsv,in the Top 2-shot triumph in the rain-
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For

the

first

time ,in

perhaps as long as 14 years,
the Bruins were not ranked.

Evert To Retire
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
( AP'
)- Ctiris Evert Lloyd -

delayed
Classic.

Bob Hope.
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-

"I'm glad it's finally here,"
Stadler ,said after a 5-underpar 67 in the final round had
nailed it down. "It's got to be
easier from here on."
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Shooting Just Start Of
Problems For Candidate
Of School Position

Drug Amount By Doctor
Can Cause Dependency.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) The amounts of drugs
prescribed by Dr. George
-Nichopoulos for Elvis Presley
and 15 other patients were
enough .to cause drug
phara
.dependeney;
macologist has testified.
Dr. Raymond Harbison,
testifying_ Monday 1,n the first
day of a state malpractice
hearing for Nichopoulos, said
combinations of some of the
cli•ugs could cause internal
-- -mini-reser-even death.
Nichopoulos. 52, is facing
i,harges
that
he
indiscriminately prescribed
nearly 12,000 painkillers,
amphetamines, barbituratesand sedatives to Preslet and
other patients over three

years,. The drugs allegedly
included Quaalude, Valium,
Dexedrine and Dilaudid.
The State Board of Medical
Examiners hearing was
unexpectedly adjourned
Monday afternoon following
Harbison's testimony when a
defense attorney objected to
an attempt to call Nichopoulos
as a prosecution witness. Attorney John C. Thomason
said he needed time to seek a
Chancery Court judge. The
s scheduled to
h
•
resume today.
"Dr. Nichopoulos will take
the stalid but we don't feel he
ought to be compelled to
testify for the prosecution,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Macaw
4 Near
6 Separates
11 - Canal
13 Foreigners
15 Silver symbol
16 Opera extra
18 Spare
19 Legarmatter
21 Stitches
22 Printer's
measure
23 Gift
26 Weaken
29 Turkish regiment
31 Disturbance
33 Hebrew letter
34 Exist
35 Pea holder
38 Luau dish
39
article

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

ed armadillo
2 Rant
CCU 0 A 0000R
3 Article
4 Entertain
C E MOOD DOOM=
5 Binds
UM =MOOD M3
6 Vegetable
OM MUM DOOM
7 Man's nickCCM GCOD OW
name
EEC LEI C TOW CIM
8 Irritate
a A Eng gm A 0
9 Abounds
10 Nahoor
CC OCCC C002A
sheep
P OE DUO E DOE M
_12 While
CCOO I C00 OM
14 Tin symbol
D E
17 Pitcher
OCOPMD
=COCO
20 Resprt
CMMOU UM OU2
24 Tears
25 Also
27 Highest point 42 Despot
56 Stamp of
28 Animal coat 44 Worm
approval
29 Competent
46 Showy flower 57 Soak
30'
,King -'' .48 Escape
59 Interjection
32 Shade
49 Fortification- 62 Babylonian
36 F.D.R. agcy. 51 Slave
deity
a
37 Dinner
64 Hebrew
.54 Assistant

Thomason said, We have
spent a great deal of time on
his defense and he would be
effectively deprived of that
defense if he were called out of
turn!'
Harbison, a Vanderbilt
University pharmacologist,
said the drugs Nichopoulos
prescribed_ for the 16 patients
were -highly addictive" and
could cause withdrawal
syniptoms when a• patient quit
On cross--exaiiiiiiation,
Harbison said fie knew nothing
ol the involved` patients'
and
-leeds,
physical
that the
X•knowledged
patients' records-did not show •
evidenCe of dosage_ escalation that would be expected in the
case of addicted persons.
Ten current and former
patients-of. IiirhApolitn-c nte4
testified, each praising the
physician's medical care.

Four Members Of
Evansville Family
Shot To Death

BACK IN TOYLAND TIME -Stephanie Williams takes a close look at toys in the"Toys
of Yesteryear" exhibit furnished by collector Larry Wilkinson and on display at the Detroit
Historical Museum through November, 1980. Wilkinson has also allowed the Detroit
Outreach Foundation to display parts of his collection in a show at the Indianapolis
Children's Museum through December,.

EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP)Four members of an Evansville family were found shot
to death after apparently
coming home and discovering
burglars,state police said.
Officials said all four victims were bound and each had
been shot once in the head,
By OTTO DOELLING
N1oslent regimes in Iran,
apparently late Monday night.
Associated Press Writer , Pakistan and Saudi Arabia,
Investigators said all four
'whenever the Kremlin's in-Soviet expansion into terests dictate.
were wearing coats, and the
motor was running iny the Afghanistan has triggered a
-Geopolitics" - the in• which was found in geopolitical showdown betfamily car,
terrelationship of politics and
the driveway to the home in ween the world s superpowers „ ,
•
larikriPP,,,`_T1911015741P-wolgo/birver
payed ribw.
43 One following
Police identified the victims called -arc of instability."
• llerr is a geop_c •
45
as Patrick Gilligan, 30; his . The ultimate stakes in what o‘er‘te% of the interests
•
o •
47 DeClares
wife, Theresa, 30; their is expected to be a drawn-out each of the pig Three in the
50 Compass pt.
17
UU
daughter, Lisa., 5, and son, global drama are extremely -arc of instability" as viewed
52 Transaction
high since Afghanistan forms
19
21
Gregory,4.
29
53 Algonquian
diplomatic and other
Indian
Police said a state police the barkdoor to the fabulous a:la I sts in the East and West:
56 Worthless
weighrnaster, Pat Meyers, oil wealth of Iran and the
SOVIET UNIONleavings
had been alerted to a possible Arabian peninsula and to the
31•37
58 Wear away
I.-rim the Moscow perburglary at the home next Indian subcontinent.
60 Zeus's
speotive, analysts view the
Even if the Soviet Union, as crifrent crisis as., Part of a
beloved
door to the Gilligans'. Meyers
61 Sharper
it
avows, is pursuing -dnly Sia,let maneuver .to finally
went to that home, found it
.63 Procession
as ill
had been broken into and short-range goals in the cane out concrete spheres of
65 Handle
NI
checked the Gilligans' house bloody suppression of Islamic zniluence in the - region
1154
66 Printer's
to see whether it had been insurgents in Afghanistan,the following years
50 I II•••
. Measure
of superpower67 Pallet, e.g.
lonerange effect is that the jockeying
burglarized also.
that brought few
Residents of the first home Russians will be mon- clear results.
DOWN
Meyers checked were on strategically
placed t
The most obvious and
vacation, officials said.
destabilize the autocrati,: pressing concern
1 Three-bandbehind the
Russian move was • a
e
PEANUTS
unpopular Marxist regime of
5ORRL?, PRICES ARE
YOU'RE 60IN6 TO HAVE
I WA5 JUST I
Hafizullah Amin would be
6ETT1t46 TOO HIGH..WE
TO 60 OUT,AND HUNT '
KIDDING
overturned by tribal ine*
CAN'T AFFORD TO
surgents and expose the
FOR YOUR OWN FOOD...
heavily Moslem populated
FEED YOU ANY MORE..
southern regions of the Soviet
1Th"
,
. .
Union to the infectious Islamic
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Soviet Expansion Triggers
'Geopolitical Showdown'
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COME BACK!
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eaponry,
purc aser o
sits atop the world's largest
EriCY
proven reservoieOf crude oil
- THIS IS MY
WHAT ARE
I'M
BY LIVING
28 percent of the world
LIVE WITHIN
WITHIN MY
INCOME FOR
YOU DOING,
total.
GOING
VV.
-While-Washington-does-not
A MON
-NANCY?
---Tp GET
AND ENJOY
appear to perceive an- .imPEACE
minent- threat to the Arabian
PEACE OF
_OF
oil
fields or the tanker routes,
tOWIF
MIND
,M INDPresident Carter has told
members of Congress that the
•
Soviet move in Afghanistan
G G
directly threatened U.S.
oF'
000,
0
security because, if the
oc'
po
Soviets suffered no adverse
010001.1elow1Femdu,S ,
K1,siel
7ANWARY 4
LEETLE BAILEY
consequences from their
action, there would be the
AMERICA HAS
YEAr-I ... 54 CANDY BARS...
ME,TOO
temptation "to move again
CHANGED. I WISH
104 BEER...154 HAMBUR&ERS...
and again until they reached
WE COULD 60BACK
TQ SOME OF THE
warm water ports" or gained
VALUES OUR
control of world oil supplies.
•
COUNTRV USED
The Russian action also has
TO HAVE
brought the United Stites and
1.410fr
China-closer •to a community
of interests.
•
Uog
Although the United States
Witass
is Sticking to its policy of not
4111
N
selling arms to China,
Ifil
/
Secretary of Defense Harold
By The Associated Press
Brown said at the conclusion
his recent
Wholesale
.t
Prices
of
to-Peking-,
NNE
DAGNA/000
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Ten
China's senior -vice premier
wholesale reductions
•••Deng Xiaoping regards ingrtound coffee prices were 'UNWARY),in..AfghanistauLas
announced by General rob& "a grave step taken by the
Corp., maker of the top-selling Soviet Union to make a south,
Maxwell House; Procter & ward thrust to the Indian
Gamble Co., which makes No. Ocean, control the sea lanes,
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ONE
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PORT GIBSON, Miss.(AP) week, Travillion announced
- Joseph Travillion was shot the district had 6100,000 in
in the face when he ran for the unpaid bills and only $50,000 in
office of superintendent of cash. He said employees
schools in rural Claiborne might not be paid next month.
County. It was the start of his
Travillion contends the
previous administration under
problems.
Travillion narrowly won the John C. Noble "recklessly
office. But in a controversial overspent."
vote, the schaol board gave
One allegation made by
many of his powers- and the school board member Robert
home traditionally reserved Templeton is that the
for the superintendent 7 tO, replacement of windows at a
the man he had beaten.
, junior high school cost $227,000
could.have been ,l1.41tc .
- "Tbanhooting was political
it ,definitely -had something to for about $25.
do with the campaign,"
Nevertheless. on Dec. 29,
Travillion said.
the board voted 2-1 to create a
He was wounded in the face, new position, Director of
head, shoulders and chest as Fiscal Affairs, and named
he stepped out of his car on Noble.
The . outgoing
Aug. 28 after coming home superintendent was giver,.
from church. He didn't see his broad financial and adassailant, and there have been min istra tiv e . powers,
no arrests.
other
adTravillion, who still has 47
Several
shotgun pellets in his body, ministrative jobs were
says he fears for his life and created. • Noble received a
never goes anywhere alone. $25,000.a-year salary and the
But he is optimistic.
house that used to go along
'
"We're going to do all with the job of superintendent.
right," he said. "We've got Travillion said.
some pretty good sup"It was a clear violation of
port...We can overcome."
the law," he-said, adding that
This week, state auditors he had contacted the attorney
are beginning an investigaton general's office and was
of alleged fiscal wrongdoing advised the post created by
that could help to explain the board may be illegal.
Travillion's troubles.
Templeton, who did not
:We have had a large attend the December meeting,
number of complaints into said the fiscal director's
what went.on in the last ad-, position was not on . the
ministration," said State agenda. He learned of Noble's
Auditor Hamp King, who __appointment by reading the
delayed the auditors' visit minutes.
until Travillion kook office
Noble was not available for
'because we felt' we could get comment. The fou( other
better cooperation.':
board members did not return
When he took office last telephone calls.
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Jury Not ransportation
Officials, To Have
Final Say In Pinto Trial

Pakistan or southeastern Iran
would cut the chain and bring
c
the Soviet Union to
Arabian Sea, near the entrance to the oil-rich Persian
Gulf.
U.S. observers believe
Russia's old thirst for warm
By LISA LEviTi
Waters may have been
Associated Press Writeraroused anew by the prospect
that the Soviet Union may face - _WINAMAC, Ind. (AP)- A
•
an energy shortage of itsnwn judge's cfeci.sion to let the jury,
beginning in the mid or late . and not federal transportation
officials, set safety standards
1980s.
by - which Ford Motor Co. will
THE UNITED STATES
•
TheSoviet, may have their be judged in its Pinto liability
for
the
omen
bad
"is
a
trial
eye on the last half of this
.
decade, but Arabian oil is automobile industry," Ford's
says.
attorney
chief
to-theBoth "Ford attorney James
United States and its Western
F. Neal and prosecutor
allies.
'About 20 percent of 8- Michael A. Cosentino said the
millionplus barrels of. oil the ruling Monday by Pulaski
United States imports each Circuit "Judge Harold K.
wells on the Stiffeldt was crucial.
• day comes from
Arab side of the Pei•sian Gulf "If we had won that. one,
_ 1 9 million alnnti frrr Sandi we all could have gone home,"
revniutiun.
Neal said, "It was the most
Arabia.
The Soviets, therefore,
one."
important
Saudi Arabia, a leading

7 ° Mil14
,1 1 Mil12'MI il
lin
15

or • - anti-Soviet
states
surrounding them. Key links
in this chain are Japan, South
Korea, China, Pakistan, Iran,
Turkey and Western Europe.
A military thrust of less
than
300 • miles frOm

2. I

43

66

17
48
49
5051
51
53
54
5556
57

National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
standards set in 1977 should
apply to the 1973 Pinto sedan
involved in the Indiana crash.
"One would think if we met
those stanidards, we would not
be subject to prosecution," he
said.
The ruling was one of 15
issued by Staffeldt on defense
!TIMMS tlleretLide sensitive

fr,

Ford documents and evidence
because it is irrelevant or
might prejudice the jury. But
Neal said letting the jury set
its own safety standards was
"one the state had to win."
-Every engineer in Detroit
ill
br
sabjeLt
to
prosecution," he said."This is

insurrection and, according to
experts, liquidate Amin,
replacing him ,with a more
responsive Satrap.
The Russians also appeared
to be Worried about the
possible loss of credibility
with the Kremlin's East
European allies, eager to
discourage their own dissident
movements by - raising the
specter of Soviet intervention
on the order oof Hungary in
1956 and Czechoslovakia in
1968.
Then, too, there was the
halfcentury-old Soviet sensitivity about encirclement by
unfriendlYstates.
By effectively annexing
Afghanistan, the Russians
have come close to severing
the first chain of anti-Marxist

homicide in
v this case in its entirety. It's a
em o
counts
when gtof reckless
the August 1978 burning national industry. You need a
deaths of three teen-agers in a Uniform standard."
Staffeldt's rulings Monday
Pinto that exploded in flames
generally excluded evidence
from
by
van traveling 50 mph on a not speCifienThireliting to the
1973 Pinto sedan. He sate,
north Indiana highway.
The prosecution eontencis however,lie might change all
Ford knew Pinto fuel tanks but three rulings once the trial
were defective but did nothing is under way.
about it. Opening arguments
in the unprecedented trial
were scheduled today.
Neal tried unsuccessfully to
convince Staffeldt that

Wholesale Coffee
Prices Drop Second
Time Since Fall

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Four Paducah pharmacists
have pleaded guilty to reduced
charges of drug law violations
in McCracken Circuit Court."
The charges were reduced
felonies
misdemeanors on a motion by
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Mark Bryant.
Entering the pleas Monday
were Kbrineth Ketterjohn; his
son, Kyle Ketterjohn; Ronald
and
Steve
Houseman
Moramille. Kenneth Ketterjohn and Houseman were
each fined $4,500 while .Kyle
Ketterjohn and Moranville
were fined $2000 apiece.
Each fine was reduced by
$500 to make allowance for not
transcribing --records, Whirl)
would have been necessary
had a trial been held. Each
man also received a MI-month
suspended jailsentence.
. Last month, Cireuit Judge
Brandon Price rejected
motions todismiss the cases
because of pretrial publicity:
He also refused to order
reporters to reveal their
sources-Oh. the witness stand
and turned down a, defense
plea that the reporters be held
-in contempt of court.
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Meeting For Two
Scuba Certification
Courses Scheduled

Four Paducah
Pharmacists
Plead Guilty

An organizational meeting
for two scuba diving basic
certification courses to begin
in January at Murray State
University as continuing
education
offerings
is
scheduled at 7 p.m.'Tuesday,
Jan. 22, in Room S104 of.the
Applied Science Building on
be campus.
One class will meet on
Tuesdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
'Tart..-21
1 -lbroul1t Fb
while
the second will meet on
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
Jan. 24 through Feb. 28. Both
classes will meet from 8 a.m.
to noon on Saturdays Jan. 26
through March 1.
A date for check-out diving
will be determined artiejteaeh_
class begins meeting. Optional
check-out diving in the
Bahamas will also be offered
March 9-17.
Cost of the course is $85
Students provide their own.
mask,fins aiurinorkel.
Each student who successfulfy-completes the course
earns national certification by
the Professional Aslociation
- of
Diving
Instructors.
Instructors Will be. Rims
Meloan, Robert Jones, and
-'Jack Lile.
.Addition details about the
suba diving course may be
obtained by calling Ross
Meloan at 762-6831 or Robert
Jones at 762-3394 at Murray
State.

1
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PUT IT IN THE

2. Notice

5. Lost and Found

16. Home Furnishings

Anyone cutting trees on my
land north of Murray on Bee
Creek will be prosecuted My
deed is recorded and warrented deed Mr Robert Walker
is manager of the land, and has
the possession of the selling or
renting and tending of it Has
been my manager ever since I
bought the 10 acres. Velma
Starks.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Reward offered for return of
white Persian cat with black
ears and tail, lost in Panorama
Shores area on January 2nd
Contact Peggy Hunter RI 5.
Box 1065 or phone 436-220/

Refrigerator, 2-boor. avacado
Frigidare Call 489-2266

6. Help Wanted

likrarm Equipment
Buildings!! Save $$ All steel
Clear -span
buildings
30'x48'x12: tor $3.861.00 •
40x48x14' for $4,591 00 •
40.x72'x14' tot $5.965.00 •
48'06'x14' for $8,389 00 •
Also a 40-x66.x14 straight wall
"open one side- equipement
building for $5,235.00 .only 2
left at this price All buildings
1.0.8. Factory. Call (614) 2942615 Collect 9 AM tit 6 30 PM

IM:I

41 Real Estate

Acres of happiness! Three lovely wooded acres are included
with this charming 3 bedroom.
2 bath cedar sided home with
living room and den, central
electric heat and air A
decorator's dream Call Span:,
Realty Associates 753-7724

43. Real Estate
%

753-1222

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

1977 Chevy 4x4. V8. tilt air
power steeing and brakes.
transmission
automatic
wheels $5250. Call 759-1148
after 5 pm •
1967 Chevrolet half ton
pickup $500 Call 167-6409
1976 Datsun pickup 4-speed
with camper shell Call 759
1561 from 8 AM to 5 PM

Carpenter contractor New and
remodel Hawley Elitcy 492
8120
Concrete and block work Block
garages basements. driveways
walks, patios steps. tree
estimates /53-5416
Driveways white rocked anc
graded tree estimates Clittoro
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
pm
FenceSales.at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Guttering by Sears. Sears Onlintus. gutters inlayed _per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center. the
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates.-Having trouble getting things
done around the home? Plumbing. carpyr4 rooting? Call
753-8950
•
Herndon's Welding. Route 6.
Box 154. 753-9507.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
INVESTMENT
MOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES
PROPERTY
Needed for growing fast food
36 x187 building on 80
operation Excellent opportunix 200 lot. Now rented
ty for persons looking for adfor $705.00 per month
vancement
bettering
and
their
Listed here is a ready
and has more rental
future. Positions open in Murrefinrenc• that will quickly
1978 Ford Pickup, Fspace available. Buy
ray and other locations
help you locate t h•
8oyd-Majors
150, 30,000 miles,
this
and
get
a
good
classification you ore look'throughout the soutteast
power steering and
, • Real Es,2te
return on your ining for.
Equal opportunity employer It
brakes, air, sliding
FENCE MATERIALS
12th
N.
105
1. Legal Notice
Vestment.
"I
hope
Priced
you
at
do
better
with
your
New
Year --missweseg
interested call Mrs Sexton at Chain link fence, 3 to
rear window, radio,
2. Notice
$74,500.
Phone
KopKentucky Fried Chicken for ap
Monroe Drive
slide out spare tire,
12 ft. tall, : Cedar resglutions than you did with the energy bill.
3. Cord of Thanks
perud Realty, 753-1222.
pointment Toll free 1-800-633
4. In Memory
privacy fence, split
recessed tool box,
Look no farther foi the
Senator."
JUST
LISTED
5912.
S. Lost and Found
heavy duty suspenrail, barbwire, wood,
best, superbly built 4
Three bedroom brick
6. Help Wonted
26.
TV-Ra
3
1OCises
dio
.
1
4
For
post, gates,
Rent
steel
sion,
and
460 engine,
bedroom,
Local
24
Savings
,
2
and
bath
now
is
Loan
9. Situation Wanted
veneer house on 1-2
automatic transmissiDog kennels. Also pipe
quality home, with
accepting applications -for
Wanted responsible party to Ttuee bedfoom 17 bath, den,
10. Bus. Opportunity
acre
lot,
located
apon, dual exhaust,large
and tubing for struc2900 sq. ft. many
teller position. Banking or Say
11. Instructions
take up small monthly payment utility for washer and dryer
proximately 1 mile
wheel covers, large
tural use.
12. Insurance
ings and Loans experience
distinctive
features
inon 25" color tv Warranted. Newly decorated References
southwest of Cold13. For Sal* or Trade
work bumper, front
Large Weldon - Lew Price
cluding fireplace with
helpful. Position offers ex
Clayton's
security
and
I
&
B
Music,
753deposit
water
on
required.
Bazzell
14. Wont To Buy
W FENCE
bumper guards, rails
heatolator,
cellent working conditions and
double
7575.
$250 per month. Located 5 or
Cemetery Road. ElecIS. Articles For Sale
SUPPLY
on
side of bed. Exgarage.
fringe
benefits.
Priced
Send
resume to
6 miles out of Murray. 328tric heat, has flu for
16. Horne Furnishings
27. Mobile Home Sales 8255
cellent truck in every
444-14101
$79,000.
P 0 Box 32A.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
or
382-2731
wood.
stove,
carport,
Paducah,KY
Hwy 60W.
way. 16 MPG, call
OWNER LEFT STATE
IL Sewing Machines
• For sale. 12x50 mobile home Three bedroom
$21,000. Phone KopLadies wanted for piece work
house near
James Hamilton, 75319. Farm Equipment
located
at
Fox
Meadows.
CenThe
home
you've
perud
Realty,
in
753-1222
local
factor)!
P.O.
Write
Box
Insulation blown in by Sears.
20. Sports EquIprnont
9400 after 5 p.m.
Four wheel trailer, 2 row tral air, gas heat, two Kentucky Lake Completely furwaited for immaculate
for full-time Real
221. Murray, KY.
21. Monuments
save on these high heating and
bedrooriTs, washer and dryer. nished, washer and dryer incultivators,
2
fertilizer
row
at3
bedroom,
Estate Service.
2 bath,
22. Musical
cooling bills Call Sears, 753MANAGEMENT TRAINEES. tachments, 6 ft, Ford mower; carpeted. Underpinning and cluded. Deposit required. Call
brick V. central elec.
23. Exterminating
after
pm,
5
2310. for free estimates.
,
753-8964.
For
sale
or
trade
Needed
1949
growing
for
Jeep
fast
food two 14" bowdem plows. 100 large storage shed included.
24. Miscollonoous
heat and air. Ample
This makes house sense! For truck. all original flathead, 4
operation. Excellent opportuni- gallon Anhudrus tank Call 753- Landscaped. Call after 5 pm. Unfurnished 5 bedroom house.
25. business Services
closets throughout, exthe active family who wants a cylinder, 16 inch snow tires, We
make
copy
ty for persens looking for ad- 3709
26. TV•Radio
753-8847.
Central gas heat Ideal for large
tra large double
really functional home. here'.s and excellent 4 wheel drive
27. Mobile Home Solos
negatives of old photos
vancement and bettering their
family
or
sev!.•.a
individuals
garage,
good
garden
28. Mob. Homo Roots
your opportunIty...3 bedrooms, $950. Phone 1-354-6217
future. Positions open in Mur- For sale John Deere 1611" 1975 Sahara, 14x70, three 753-5791.
while you wait.
area. Priced to sell at
29. 1.14sating•CoolIng
2 baths, fully equipped kitray and other locations double fold disc. $6250; John bedroom, 1 11 bath, central gas
For
sale:
$49,900.
1979
C1-5
CARTER STUDIO
Renegade.
30. Business Rental
heat,
new
carpet,
drapes.
Can
chen...A good place to raise a
36. For Rent Or Lease
throughout the southeast. Deere 13' chisel plow, $1850;
Call 753-3918.
31. Want To Rent
be seen 2!/ miles west of Alma
John
Deere
cultimulcher.
family...C
No.
15'.
304
all
7
5
753•82911
3
- 753-808Q
Equal opportunity employer. If
32. Apts. For Rent
Heights on Highway 464,
1492. Offered by Century 21 1974 Ford Ranger XLT pickup
33. Rooms for Rent
interested call Mrs. Sexton at $3000, John Deere 6-16"
Mini
excellent condition, $2500. Licensed electrician. Prompt
14. Houses For Rent
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap- plows. semi-mounted. $3250; 1978. 14x64 Two bedroom
$$Dollar for Dollar$$ One of Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Warehouse
John
-Deere
Call 474-8822. .
six
cultivator_
row
35. Forms For Rent
trailer, furnished with washer
pointment. Toll free 1-800-633epicent service. Reasonable
the best home values we have 46. Homes For Sale
36. For Rent Or Leos*
$1850. Call after 5 pm. 489- and' dryer, central au, underStorage Specs
5912.
had
1915 GMC High Sierra, bought rates: Call Ernest White 753to
offer
you
in
many
a
day.
37. livestock -Supplies
Five
bedroom,
two story brick new
2141.
pinning and concrete steps.
Brick ranch style home, 3 nice house,
For Rent
by owner. 35,000 actual 0605.
38. Pets•Suppliins
Need babysitter in my home.
central gas heat. Call
$12,000.
474-8822.
M-Farmall
Call
with
bedrooms
2
size
row
New
miles. Ac, ps, Pb. AM-FM stereo' Licinsed Electrician. and gas inwith
Idea
walk
39. Poultry•Iupplivis •
in
753-4758
Call 753-7230. •
753-579r
AM
til
9
PM.
4:30
40i Produce
col picker. both in excellent 12x60 Two bedroom. one full
closets, large living room, fully
tape player. $3100. Call 753- stallation, heating
installation
Part-time rob for dependable condition. 753-9507.
41. Public Sal*
House
for
by
s-ale
owner'.
106
S
equipped
kitchen,
9920.
family
room
bath.
Everything
goes. Phone 37. Livestock-Supplies
and repairs. Call 153-7203.
4 Home Loons
person
with
medical
13th
Call
St.
753-0305.
Bring
your
check
book
you'll
165 Masse Fer oon diesel, 153-2607.
51. Campers
•
For sale. clover and Timothy want to buy it. Call Helen for
Mobile home anchors-- and
48.
sac
Auto.
Services
44.toti For Sal*
mirtimieLsatei Entire catee:._ underpinning
surance
companies
in
, aluminum or
area.
Villi4V
65:4144411
4
4
44
;
-•
-'
1
45.-Forms For Sole
1,
-.
Zt.
,
--77---.. 2,-**
---:::
"•Prefer RN LPN. or Ex-Military tion. 753-9507. •
'-;titTer
`;IIVAV-.4
5161itOtekris•
46. Homo, For Salo
12x60 trailer, natural gas, very For sale: Two registered Black Associates. 753-7724
,
Medic Call 502-137-2298.
20. Sports Equipment clean No pets. Call 489-2118. Angus bulls, one year old. dellE111•1
reduced. Three units with and carports, single or doub e.
47. Motorcycles
XICKLIN MICIIELIN
111.019211.6,
48. Auto. Services
slight hail damage, below cost. Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
RN OR LPN. Ideal part time lob Ladies Schwmn 10-speed con- Three bedroom central heat. Phone 437-4365
CARROLL
Purdom & Thurman
49. Used Cars
in
Free automatic awning with pm. ,
for Murray resident not working tinental bicycle. Call 759-4981 natural gas. new furniture and One pure
TIRE
SO. Used Trucks
bred Hampshire male Insurance & Real Estate 7.4
rp every 1980 unit sold. All parts Mark Smith, masonary contracfull time No patient care, flex- after 4 pm.
51. Campers
car-pet. 2 full baths, near hog, one year old. Also 9
SERVICE
Sq,
and accessories 10 per cent tor; fireplaces, flus built,
de C,
ible hours, excellent pay (901) Used commercial whirlpool University. Call 753-5209.
52. Boats and Motors
fn
shoats. Call 492-6354.
.
✓ off. Prices good through chimney repairs. Calr
Kentucky
Murray,
Your
Car And
53. Services Offered
424-2926 or write Mrs. Couch, with filterss and pumps. Free
4894. January 31st. White's Camper 2231.
54. For Trade
is
Light Truck
753-4451
516 Lambuth. lacksort, TN weight plates - Olympic weight Two bedroom, all electric Timothy and Fescue hay. Call
SS. Feed And Seed
rit Sales. East 94 Highway, Murtrailer. No pets. $130 per mon- 759-1330_
Tire Deirer
38301
Painting - Paperhanging. Com56. Free Column
bar. 153-0129.
ray. 753-0605.
th, $100 deposit. 753-9829.
(.1
Pogue
1105
57. YVantsid
Practically
new
home on doumercial or residential. Free .
Wanted immediately'' RN or 22. Musical
•52. Boats and Motors estimates.
Two bedroom, 12x60, in large
ble . lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
753-1489
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent759-1987.
Attack
dogs
fc:t
sale
Dober1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat, Snow removal from driveways,
School pictures of gran- k salary with shift differentials Drive a little and save alot! Us- lot partially furnished. approx- mans and Rottweilers ,Traimng baths, with central heat and
Insure plan with PCS, drug ed organ. used Spinet and imately 3 miles east of Murray. for your dog. Wildfire Kennels. au. Immediate possession. Four white spoke wheels, . loaded, with 1977 morsel '115 parking lots, etc. Also tractor
dchildren - mat and
will Mercury.'
owner Must sell! Asking
card,
vacations, and holidays upright pianos. Rent a new 753-6283.
excellent condition. work: breaking. disking.
Paducah, KY. 554-5976.
frame.
$27.000. Call Spann Realty fit a three quarter ton truck. 753-8603.
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana, piano from Leach's Music & Three bedroom, 12x65, mobile
bushhogging, blade work. Call
Call
759-1330.
•
CARTER STUDIO
T V . downtown Paris since home. Gas heat. 1'2 bath. AKC German Shepherd pup- Associates. 753-7124_
Mayfield. 247-0200
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
53.
Services
Offered
pies.
Also
guard
dogs.
1926.
49. Used Cars
Water, trash pickup, t.v. -fur3041 W.
IS342111
pm 753-2632.
9. Situation Wanted
2153.
Inventory sale Baldwin pianos nished. Deposit required.
1975 AMC Hornet Hatchback. 6 AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelSewing
'machine -repair at
ing
and
Will
'keep
,
children-in
maintenance.
my-turrie. and- Baldwin organs. Also 'have - Avarfatffe-orror before-Febteary- For...saleAKC_ registered ter
Free Store. 759-4600.
•
cylinder, automatic, power and
home,
_References
all makes and models.
.
753-7765.
araoteed
,work.
man
Pincher,
house
trained,
1st
435-4349.
Call
air, five-new -tires -g-OrId -ga
used 9 ft. concert Grand piano,
John 14.15, ''If ye love me.
'
Sin ail. repair
-Cleaning:
mileage. $2200. Also two 12" Free estimates. Call 753-8948
keep my commandments." II Will do house cleaning. Call used Spinet, console, Baby Trailer lot for rent. Call 759- black and rust. 753-8603
re-adiusting. Service call inor 753-2501 after 5 pm.
wagon
wheels-tires,
Grand
and
436-2292
upright
pianos.
to
fit
'Usfive
John 19. "Whosoever tran1799.
43. Real Estate
bolt 'VW. And an AM-FM CB Are you needing an old house cluded. $20. Wulff Sewing
ed organs Lonardo Piano Co.,
sgresseth, and abideth not in 13. For Sale or Trade
Machine Repair. Murray. Call stereo. Make offer. 753-8240. tore down, will tear down for
across Post Office, Pans, TN.
32. Apts. For Rent
the doctrine of Christ hath not
YOU'LL SCORE
436-5560.
For
sale
or
trade.
1979
Jeep
I
the
Ainley
material.
Auction
Call 436-2516.
A
God. He that abrdeth in the
1976 Buick Regal, all extras.
So long Santa! But why. did Furnished apartment near
POINTS WITH
Tree trimming and removing.
Realty Sales
itictooe of Christ. he hath the Wagoneer Call 436-2427.
excellent
you leave us so many pianos downtown Murray. Call 753condition,
low
Carpentry
FAMILY!
service.
YOUR
Whatever
:0,
IUMIT 4111tit
Also
light hauling. 753-5476.
Father and the Son." Sabbath 14. Want To Buy
mileage. Call 753-8666.
---o1Prif! Nrult-V11 a- our 4109.
1, it P
your needs, old or new, quality
them
buy
this
you
ii
worship service. Saturdays 11 Eititn.1_11.S.
Nppril•ci
Wit_do
plumbing and heating cost,
some
monfor only $20 a
silver coinc. sterl..1; 4-,,,,,F4t; 4
1973, Caps 2000, 56.000 work. Caff
economic, roomy
For rent: Furnished apartment
repairs, and remodeling around
di-P•Wr-Sitte---strn.
s
,dth ult,,n 1, •
yer; we-MI-erg PlAtircIalr4
'
4544colored - miles, new tires, good mileage. Carpet cleaning, at reasonable the home. Call 753-9600.
7rrItIreeintalt0 pen
8 evenings Study by phone rings, for daily
prices. Call 527- organs. Hurry back Santa. but h . Call 436-2427.
vinyl siding altuninum
td
hUfIIfIttiTU"*r-anytime. Free Store for the 9139
please don't, make us play San-iierbis'iriternVe--Va-We we
- Doctor or nurse worried about
eaves, and new roof.
1968 Camaro, loaded with ex- vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489needy. All donations apta next January. Clayton's - 1 & New 2 bedroom apartment, getting to work this winter
basements dri, work completean
really
be
can
You
2774.
Want
buy:
to
Junk cars Call B Music. Dixieland Center, fireplace, many extras,
tras, real sharp. Call 759-1718.
preciated Anyone haying need
$265
ly
guarenteed. Call or write
when
the
ice
comes?
and
snow
fighter
energy
or would like Bible information_ 474-8838 after 5 pm
Murray. 753-7575
Call 753-1779
cleaning,
1978 Chevrolet Malibu, 6 Carpet
free Morgan ConStruction Co..
Need a phone in your car? Have
central
because
the
study
or
call Bible Facts or Free 15. Articles FOISili
cylinder automatic, air condi- estimates,,satisfied references. Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
a- pet. but no trine to put it?
23. Exterminating
gas heat haS a new
Store. 759-4600.
tioned, maroon with maroon in Vtbra-Vac steam of dry -clean- KY 42001. or call day or night.
Like a large work room away
For
Hearing aides. $50 each. 25
wood furnace as an
ing. Call Lee' Carpet,Cleaning, 1-442-7026.
tenor. Call 759-1868.
5. Lost and Found
from it all for those rare spare
inch color tv., $100. Call 753auxiliary to the main
Rent
753-5827r'"
moments' We have a solution. system. Price only
Camaro,
1973
Found Two Bird dogs in Lynn 9206.
green
with
Will haul driveway white rock
black
Nice
furnished for you For the complete pic- $31,900. Kopperud
stripes, 350 automatic. new Byers Brothers & Son-General and Ag lime, also have any type
Grove vicinity. Call 435-4556.
mm Magnum Remington,
apartment for 1, ture. call 753-1492 Offered
Realty, 711 Main.
Goodyear GT radials, brakes home remodeling, -framing, of brown or white 'pea gravel.
Found in Kingswood Subdivi- like new. $185. Two chairs.
A DREAM HOME
2, 3 or 4 girls. by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
and shocks. New Craig stereo, aluminum siding, gutters, and Also do backhoe work. Call
sion, snap on hood for coat. green swivel rocker. rust color
Realtors.
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1- Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
home,
etc...best
Don't
dream
a
offer. 753-1567.
Phone
753-5865
wing
Or
back
early
American.
Call
Phone 753-7952 between 5
362-4895.
This
lovely
one
buy
Different
753-6763.
strokes
forodifferent
435-4286.
1976 Datsun F-10. Hatchback,
753-5108.
and 8 pm.
home has 3 large
folks. .modern tri-level 4
33.000
miles,
excellent
condiLost: Small Beagle in area of Racking horse. 7 years old.
bedrooms with walk-in
bedroom 2 -bath home with
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
tion. Michelin radial tires. 5Ledbetter Church, wearing III. with English saddle and bridle.
closets, 2 baths, large
One bedroom apartment across central heat and air, family
209 Walnut Unita
speed,
over
30
mpg.
$3000.
collar with F.M. Clements. If Also IT Runabout with 115 hp
from University campus. room. eat-in kitchen, large
sunny kitchen with
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
Call
753-1913.
found call John Clements, 153- Evinrude motor. Call 753-8561
References and deposit. Call utility room...situated on I 17
pantry, neutral carMonday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday
7:30 til 5:00
after
pm.
5
For sale: 1974 Docile Colt.
1996. $25 reward!
753-5140
peting in all rooms.
acre lot m-I...Priced in the
Price of
24.
Miscellan
eous
perfect
$1095.
condition.
Call
beamed
has
Den
Lost medium size Bulldog, Wedding dress, size 3 to 7.
75 3Two bedroom-apartment, mar- $40's ..Phone
HAIRCUT $1.21
PRICE SHAVE IS'
753-8787 after 5'pm. '
4x8 sign, all aluminum, ried couple only,
ceilings, impressive
for **sped I Imum r.M•••• col 733 3453
marble colored with white Queen Ann. Call 759-4981.
stove and 1492...Offered by Century 21
warm. Mow,Piserm S.r.voce
fireplace,
other
and
changable
letters.
Call
7531975 Firebird Trans Am, new
face. wearing 2 collars. Name .16. Home Furnishings
refrigerator
furnished. Loretta Jobs Realtors.
extras. Attic could be
6068.
is Brewster. Small reward. 753tires, tilt, air conditioned. AM
carpeted, central gas and air.
finished out for 3-4 adFrigrdare,
coppertone Firewood for
FM stereo, 4-speed. Price
6743.
sale, $20 a rick Deposit and references reFall House Cleaning
rooms.
ditional
refrigerator, frost-free, ex- delivered,
$2195.
Phone 753-9710.
quired.
No
$200
per
pets.
mon$15
a
rick
you
haul.
Lost: Black back, white feet, cellent condition, $150. Call
Located in one of
th. 753-2835.
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
male Beagle. Lost in vicinity of 753-9036 or see at 1507 Wood ready now. 759-1167. .•
1970 Ford Torino. 35,368 acMurray's best subestimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or
South 16th. Reward! 153- Chaucer Drive.
tual
miles,
power
steering,
Firewood. 18 inch. 24 inch, 33. Rooms for Rent
divisions.
Owner
night:
1530.
brakes, 302 motor, excellent
Oak and Hickory, $25.00 rick. One room efficiency.' apartmoving out of state.
Contemporary, free Fancy natural
gas mileage. Extra good condiKopperud
Phone
Reward! Lost or stolen: Male, For sale:
honey $4.50 qt. ment. $90. Located cornet of
759-1176 standing fireplace. Burnt Call 489-2327.
tion. Call 753-3796.
Realty,
753-1222
for
all
Boxer dog from vicinity of Glen16th and Olive by University.
otange. Call 753-8255.
details on this fine new
dale Road and West Dogwood
1973 Grand Tatino stationFirewood for sale, reasonable Call 753-6737- after 5 pm.
listing.
Drive. Disappeared Friday Hide-a-bed couch; chest of prices. 436-5664. -wagon, best offer. Call 759about midnight. Children's pet. drawers; various end tables;
1118.
ROOMS
Fawn or tan with alot of white formal Victorian couch; one set Firewood for sale: $17.50 a
1966 GMC pickup. threerick, $22.50 delivered. Delivery
FOR BOYS
around neck. face, and feet. of twin beds. Call 753-7370.
NEW LOCATION
See new styles and colors of shag, Hi la
Large room with
quarter ton, real worker, best
within 2 days. Call 753-8127.
Wearing 3 collars, red leather, Nortake Affection China place
00.00
0
0.
Phone
offer.
private entrance and
759-1718.
shag, plush and plush shag. This is very
black nylon, and flea. Call Hib- setting and accessories. Call Modern office desk. $125. Call
kitchen fatilities. Call
bard, 753-5566.
1916 Honda Civic CVCC Hat753-0186 or 438-2q,.
expensive carpet at give away prices.
7594981 after 4 pm. .
,53.1372 to 430-5479.
chback,. very den, radio,. no
Set of high quality mechanic's
air. automatic transmission. -Kew patterns of kitchen prints. Over
tools. 753-6837.
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL RECEIVE BIDS
Olympic Plaza
35-40 miles gallon. $1895. 750 Rolls To Choose From.
Rooms for rent, one block from
ON CORRUGATED METAL CULVER-PIPE.
Wood for sale, $20 a rick if you University. 753-1812 or
753-4174.
Hours 9:30-9:00 Mon-Sat.
759Prices start at
SPECIFICATIONS ARE:
pickup, $25 delivered. Call 4909.
1972
Mustang. very good con753-3174
16 GAUGESPIRALIN 1240411 INCH WIDTH
753-8167.
dition. 1803 College. Farm
Sleeping loom for two college
14 GAUGE SPIRAL IN 48 to 54 INCH WIDTH
Wood for sale, $18 a rick girls. 5 miles out of town.
$2
"
sq. yd. up to $995 sq. yd.
753
12 GAUGE SPIRAL IN 60 INCH WIDTH
delivered, slab- wood, $15 a 3594.
411111116
"
11111
0
1974
Mustang
hatchback.
II
FREE
10 GAUAGE SPIRAL IN 72INCH WIDTH
rick delivered. Call 437-4731
. Will take best offer. Call 75934. Houses For Rent
PRICE QUOTED SHOULT)BE ON A PER-FOOT
Compared to carpet selling for twice
after
20 MILE
4508.
BASIS, FOB STREET DEPARTMENT,MURRAY.
For
rent:
2 bedroom house.
this
26.
amount.
TV-Radio
14 DELIVERY
1977 T-Bird. $3700. Call After
QUANTITIES OF PIPE PURCHASED WILL BE
stove, refrigerator, washer and
25
,
inch RCA color t.v., dryer furnished. Rent
/
1
2
" padding only 90' Installation
, •
753-0984 6 pm. 753-3566.
,
$225
automatic, 8250: In good con- plus deposit and references.
BIDS SHOL11.6 lie MARKED,-sr.dicso 51D.1976
Vega
GI
Available
statiouviagek
y
Floored send ready.-Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style,' ofditkr,tkone 7537031.
No pots, CaU 492-a662.
CULVERT PIPE, AND S-08111WITETY
•
36.000 actual miles Call 753fkes, cottages, mobile ho....d-ons, and patios, or UStereo components in excellent Three bedroom house, washer
CITY CLERIC'S OFFICE NO LATER THAN 5:00
-7853-.
_
BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assemble up to 24
P.M.,JANUARY 23,1*. THE CITY OF MURRAY
condition; smaller Advent and dryer hookup,
2
Volkswagen
197
available
,
Super
Beetle,
x 60. Buy the best for less.
speakers: Pioneer turn table: January 15th, located on
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR
Hwy.641 S.8 miles from Murray
new tires, completely rebuilt
CUM411111011111t1 •P M TR M101 1P M
Nikko STA 6060 receiver. $500. Highway 94 East. Call
ALL BIDS.
motor,
body
excellent.
753753Open 8-5 6 days a week
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
759-1718..
6295.
9507.
•C

rol

I

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

Carpet Show 1980

- The Smoke Shoppe

Paschalr& Son

ft

1

•
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The News In Brief

Deaths and Funerals

•

William F. Jeffrey
Funeral Is Today
Dies Today; Rites
For Mrs. Gibson
Are Now Incomplete The funeral for Mrs. Ada
•

William • F. Jeffrey of 1714
Farmer Avenue, Murray,died
this morning at the BaptistMemorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. He was 69 years of age
and his death followed an
extended illness.
The Murray man was owner
of the William Jeffrey Dry
Goods Store, Mill-ray. and was
a member of the First United
Methodist-Church.
Mr. Jeffrey is survived by
• 0

Jeffrey; one son. William
Thomas Jeffrey, Frankfort;
one sister: Mrs. Lynn
Desiree) Lowe, Kingsport,
Tenn.; one brother, Buron
Jeffrey,
Murray; - four
grandchildren.
The
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the fuderal and
burial arrangements.

May Gibson, 302 North Eighth
Street, Murray, is being held
today at 2p.m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos officiating, Mrs. Ann
Doran as soloist, and Richard
Jones as organist.
_
Serving - • as
active
pallbearers are Bernice
Wisehart, Jimmy
Dale
Clopton, 1oe Pat Ward, Pete
Hulse, G. B. Scott, Jr., and
Jim Lamb. Honorary groups
are è orth-Eigfith-Streef
Neighbors and members of
her Sunday School Class at the
First Christian Church, where
she was a member.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Gibson, 77, died
Sunday at 10:12 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, W. J.
Gibson,Sr., died July 8,1977.
She is survived , by one
daughter, Mrs. Emma Sue
Hutson. Murray; one son.
William J. Gibson, Jr., Central America; three grandchildren-Dan C. Hutson H,
Ada Sue Sawitz and Amy Lee
Gibson.

116

Dr. William Grant Croak served as consultant to TurinTteachers at a recent%-service
program focusing on nutrition education. The Jackson, Tennessee pediatrician discussed
the effects of food on behavior and allergic reactions to foods. Dr. Croak has presented pro-grams nationwide concerning his research with children and allergic reactions to food
which cause unusual behavior patterns.

George Meany Eulogized
As Influential Public Figure

INTERNATIONAL
UNITED NATIONS(AP)The U.N. General Assembly
called for the withdrawal of all
foreign
troops . from
Afghanistan by a vote of 104-18
but ,the Soviet occupation of
the Central Asian country was
expected to continue indefinitely, until the Moslem
rebellion there is under
control and tlie-conununist
government is safe. The resolution adopted
Monday after four days of
debate did not name the Soviet
Union specifically. But it said
the assembly "strongly
dep/ores"
military
intervention._ in Afghanistan,
urged the "immeatite, --Unconditional and total" withdrawal of atrToreign troops
and called on the Security
Council "to consider ways and
means to implement" that
withdrawal.

German journalists can stay them access to the Indian
for the time being.
Ocean.
There were reports that the
The area known as
estimated 100 Americans Baluchistan lies mostly in
would be given a few days to southyastern Iran and southteam but the director of the wesarn
Pakistan.
Its
Ministry
of
National residents, called Baluchis,are
Guidance,- which accredits among the region's most inreporters, said he could say dependence -minded
nothing until he studied the
expulsion order further.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (API WASHINGTON (API - The President Carter's complaints
intervention
Soviet
in 'that Soviet military actions in •
Afghanistan has revived Afghanistan are an "extheories among some U.S. tremely- serious threat to the
analysts that the Russians heace" must have a familiar
may try to create a country ring at the Kremlin.
called Baluchistan to give
Over the., past two decades,
lea
,used
i._
almost the same wore
condenut U.S. actions rangirie
from ,the Bay of Pigs invasion
to the incursion into Cambodia.
NATIONAL
A discussion of the "New
MFMPHIS, Tenn. AP) General
Ed-ucation
Requirements" will be con- the amounts of drugs
ducted as part of the United prescribed by Dr. Georg(
Campus Ministry Luncheon Nichopoulos for Elvis Presley
Program at 12:30 p.m. and 15 other patients were
the enough to cause drug
Wednesday, Jan. 16,
pharOrdway Hall Conference dependency,
a
macologist has testified.
Room.
The luncheon is one of a
-- Dr; Raymond • Harbison,
series of student-faculty testifying Monday in the first
discussions being planned for day of a state malpractice
the spring semester.Students, hearing for Nichopoulos, said
facility and all other in- combinations of Sonic of the
terested.persons are invited to. drugs could cause internal attend.
injuries or even death.
luncheons
Nichopoulos, 52, is facing
are
The
scheduled each Wednesday charges
that
he
infrom 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 in the discriminately, prescribed
Ordway Hall Conference nearly 12,000 painkillers.
Room, across from the' amphetamines, barbiturates
Counseling - and Testing and sedatives to Presley and
Center. Cost of the meal is other patients over three
$1.25. For additional in- years. The drugs allegedly ,
fromation, call the UCM office included Quaalude, Valium,
at 753-3531.
Dexedrine and Dilaudid.

88-Year-Old Akron
Woman Free On Bond

Information Meeting
On Local YMCA To
Be Held Thursday

Donald A. Jones
Attends Nevada
Lawyer Convention

State Gas Prices
Jumped Last Month

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

•

•

New Education
•
Requirements To
Be Luncheon Topic

TEHRAN,Iran (AP)-The
Iranian government has ordered all American reporters
out of the country, accusing
them of biased reporting, but
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D- dri‘e to ,the downtown says Freneh, British and West
By OWEN ULLMANN
Minn.
ca-thedral.
.•
AP Labor Writer
, The cathedral also was the
WASHINGTON i AP) - The funeral was disrupted
George Meany,the gruff voice at the outset when a -young site of the 1963 funeral (or
Miss Virginia Mullins died
for American workers, was man and woman ran up and
President John F. Kennedy,
Sunday at 5:20 p.m. at
Who was'Meany's favorite
eulogized today as "one of the threw leaflets on the coffin as
tourdis Hospital, Paducah.
AKRON, Ohio AP) - An
most influential public figures it was being carried up the among the eight White House
She was 60 years of age and a
in recent American history,. steps of the cathedral.
occupants who dealt with the 88-year-old Akron woman is
resident of 3016. Virginia
at a funeral attended by the -We're working people of former Bronx.plumber during free on bond after being
•
Street, Paducah.
charged with felonious assault
his 57-year labor career.
powerful in government and this country," the unidentified
The deceased, a native of
in
the wounding of her
man shouted.
labor,
Other invittid guests inDover, Tenn., was a member
The two were shoved away eluded Carter's two rivals for grandson, police said.
President Carter headed the
of the Margaret'Hank CumPolice said Major Shealy,
large contingent of officialsby police and arrested on a . the
1980
Democratic
There will be a general
berland Presbyteian Church.
tor-Tharge of disrupting a presidential nomination, Sen. 39, was shot in the_stomach
who
attended
the
funeral.
Miss Mullins is survived by nubile information meeting the
after .he called his grandretired '
AFL-CIO religious service, said police Edward M: --K-ennedy of
two sisters, Mrs. Roberta concerning the formation of a
• mother - Anna Lee Shealy Capt. J.E. Mazur. president.
Massachusetts
who
and
died
California
Thursday
Russell, Paducah, and Mrs. local YMCA at 7 a.m. Thur- at age 85.
One of the leaflets was Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. an insulting name.
Georgia Dowdy, Carlisle, sday, Jan. 17, at the Holiday
Mrs. Shealy appeared
by the National May The attendance of the
Carter,
Vice
President
'
s,igned
Tenn.; . several nieces .and Inn.
Monday
en
before- a4k
o
A. rn
from
Committee
Day
1980Walter
presidential
F.
candidates
was a
Mondale, the
Pinky Parker, the regional
nephews.
Detroit, and called on testament to Meany's role as a Municipal Judge Robert H.
president's
Cabinet,
members
from
* being .hokAtu YMCA representative
•
'
American workers to "fig,
bt broker in Democratic early Colony, telling the judge,"He
of.
,
-Car.lgress and seteral
rr.rn at -ilte---`Xnama.‘ will
.
foreikri ainbas:sa-dOFs
this'eaPtta"4-srAulvUnited meeting
Leatherwood
discrimination • AFL-CIO officials said business" saying aliat
among 1,400 mourners at the oppression,
Methodist Church in Stewart
and
thrives on."
inequality
it
Roman Catholic Cathedral of
funeral invitations also were did."
County, Tenn., with Dr.
Authorities did not disclose
Meany was "one of the truly sent to the top two officers of
St. Matthew the. Apostle for
Wayne Wiman officiating. s
the celebration of a Mass of great figures in the history of the 105 -unions affiliated with what was said to touc_n_off_
Serving as pallbearers are
labor the 14 million-member labor Sunday night's incident at the
American
the Resurrection. Carter was the
Otis Lynn, Mike Lynn, Bill
movement"
whose
career
accompanied by former Sen.
federation and •several in Shealy's home here.
Russell, James Sykes, Byron
officers arrived,
"stretched baek farther in dependent unions.
Muriel
Humphrey,
widow
of
Donald A. Jones, a local
Sykes,and Jim powdy. Burial
said
Mrs. Shealy gave
police
time thin most of us can
A contingent of foreign
will follow in the Leatherwood attorney, is attending the
remember," Monsignor dignitaries was expected as them a gun and explained that
the Association of Trial Lawyers
vrT
Cemetery
George G. Higgins said in his well to pay tribute to Meany, her grandson had called her a
arrangements by t e Lindsey of America- convention Jan.
written homily.
who was outspoken on foreign foul name. • - 14-17 in Las Vegas,Nev.
Funeral Home,Paducah.
HigKinS, a long-time sup- affairs as an opponent of
AP)
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.
• The judge set a 410,000
, The four:day convention
bond for Mrs.
signature
movement,
labor
porter
of
the
Gasoline , prices across
communism and totalitarian
deals mainly with various
Med ?deafly tor working "so
Shealy. -She was released
Kentuckt
.
jumped
an
average
governments
on
the
right.
aspects of personal injury
of eight cents per gallon in the diligently and with such great
private burial was to be pending furt proceedings
litigation.
integrity in the service of the theld
past month.
in
a
suburban without posting bail.
working people of the nation Washington cemetery.
Her grandson was reported
Actording
to
the
Louisville
•
Subscribers who have not receivand to the great benefit of the
in serious condition at Akron
Automobile
Club's
monthly
Meany,
who
had
been
in
of
Prices-of-stocks-al-locaL-intetest
_at_ed their home-delivered copy
noon, PST,today, furnished to the mor
. -Nei gauge survey of service --.intheli!lawbele=
• -failing -health- --Sifree,-fast- General Medical Center.
Times by ray Ledger & Times by First of
The Murray ledger
The , cause. of freedom spring, died barely two
state's
stations
along
the
by
Michigan Corp., of Muiray. are as
530 p.m Monday-Friday or
major highways, the average everywhere, both at home and months after retiring as
330 p.m Saturdays are urged to follows.
price per gallon at full service abroad,- has been greatly preildent of the AFL-CIO,
-2.47
Industrial Average
p.m.
5:30
between
call 753-1916
pumps
is now $1.11 for enhanced and, in' these which he headed since its
3iPs
ks
Open Till 8.00 P.M.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri- Air Product&
American Motors
regular, 81.16 for premium troubled times, is now the founding with the merger of
84 -Iv
Mon. Thru Fri,
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Ashland
414 As
because
more
secure
he did the American Federation of
and $1.15 for unleaded.
American Telephone
51,
1 -As
Saturdays.
• Self-service • prices range his job so well," Higgins said. Labor and Congress of
lea +4
Chrysler
I•
10% +%
employee is on duty during these GAY.
procession carrying Meany's 1955.
with
the
per
average
General Care
price
1611 -As
delive of
1
14
I.
famil '-and labor leaders lined
•
.death,3'ears to
your newspaper. Calls mu be General Motors
e earse ou
e the day after he had become a
$1.12 for premium, and 81.09 up be in
General Tire
2214
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 Eiloodrich
31 Ai
the marble headquarters of member of the Plumbers
fdr unleaded.
147a +ks
p.m. Saturdays , to guarantee Goodyear
• Diesel fuel jumped five the AFL-CIO' for the short union. .
Hardees
12ts
delivery.
Heublem
311
'
4 -1'4
cents to an average of 81.05
6714 +NI
The regular business office hours
...227.803,A
per gallon.
Jerico.
of The Murray Ledger & Times are - Kmart
A vaiFablEty of supplies
Pennwalt
through
33k.
Monday
p.m.,
5
le
II
$6.95
remained
about the same,
Quaker Oats
20
14
unc
Friday and a.m. to noon, Satur- Texaco
31184 +
with
37
percent
of
the
stations
Wal Mart
354 unc
dOs.
staying open after 8 p.m.
Wendy ........
B 1214A
Monday through Friday, 66
Se.‘d.
percent open after 6 p.m.
otik retA
NEW YORK i AP
- the songs bowled him over
s•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Saturdays, 39 percent open on Conductor Andre
.
6 QUALITY'•
Kostelaneti with their "dynamism and
•
and
Sundays
10
percent once said he had devoted his
•
melody."
•
operating 24 hours a day, talents and training to making
,"Gershwin, Porter, Rodgers
•
seven
days
a
week.
MONDAY-TUESDAY SPECIAL
•
classical music accessible to and Berlin can and should be
•
the public.
treated as seriously as
•
"If I can leave an Beethoven and Brahms," he
•
Federal-State
Service
Market
Newt
•
inheritance of a growing said.
January 15, 1980
•
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
audience for the concert hall, 1
•
By doing just that, record
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
•
will have accomplished albums on which Kostelanetz
Receipts, Act_ 582 Est. 950 Barrows
•
$1.19
Gilts .25-.75 higher Sows steady $1.00
everything," the Russian-born conducted sold in the millions.
•
higher
•
conductor said-.
The 5Z million discs he sold
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 637.25-37.50 few 37.75
SALAD
Eat
All
SOUP
BAR
You
'us
Can
•
US 2 200-210
.
. 137 00-37.25
And before his death of still stands as .a record for a
• Tendet Juicy Sidobs Steak ,
•
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
$36 00-37.00
pneumonia at age 78 on conductor ofclassical music.
•
• Baked Potato or French Fries
UN lei Ifb0-4111 lOs.
•
Sows
Latex
• A thick slab of Stockade Toast
Sunday in Haiti, he ,had
As a regular conductor with
•
US 1-2270-350 lbs829.00-30.0Q.
to)
suceeded
Flat Wall
admirably. the New York Philharmonic
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
627.50-29.00
US 1-3 450-5001bs. .
. 629.00-31.00
Interested in radio as early as orchestra, Koatelanetz drew a
US 1-3 500-6501bs.
*3100-32.00
Our quality will keep you main back
•
1924, KoStelanetz joined. CBS crowd of 250,000 last summer
US 2-3 300-500 Its.
$26.50-27.50
•
Boars 20.00-24.00
in 1932,- and in ensuing years to hear the works of RirnskyBe! Air Shopping Center
won a wide audience of Korsakov and Stravinsky in
listeners with a musical outdoor concerts at Central
LOUISVILLE Ky'Al' - USDA (attle 2500. taughter steers and heifers program which mixed light Park.
steady, cows 1.00-3 00 higher, bulls not
atle" Ana"
MOW MGM
classics and popular music
fully tested, calves and vealers steady;
transcribed for symphonic
feeders steady.
Slaughter steers choice 1100 lb 68.10; orchestra.
good and choice 1000-1155 lb 6500-66.30,
it is said that Kostelanetz,
good 9254250 lb 60 00-64 70,
4
,
.414
Slaughter heifers good and choice 900- on his way to the United States
Per Cent Off
975 lb 65.6046.20, good 850-995 lb 59.00)in 1922, stopped in a Warsaw
4111111gglia_t_
_
64.70;
• .
Slaughter cows commercial 48.00- -record- shop and heard somer
-• •
50.00; utility 47.0053.00; high dressing
American pop tunes. He said
Custom Drapes
The fourth in a series of
33.50-56.50i cutter 45.00-51.50; high
Consumer Education lessons
dressing cutters 53.00; canner and cutter
Spreads
Custom
under 800 lb 36.50-45.013;
will be taught by Dr. Joan L.
•••••••
Slaughter
bulls
1-2
1040-1400
lb
55.25.••
Woven Woods
Ntaupin, Consumer Specialist,
60.25;
Home Economics DepartMini Blinds
1"
i8S-300 lb sealers 80.00-90.00; good 75.0°1978 Pontiac Bonneville
-TWe-.- Community Prayer ment,
State
Murray
80_00; choice 325-425 lb calves 72.25Service for the Iranian and University, on Wednesday,
80.00; feeder steers 300-500 lb 80_0049.50;
Approximately 35,200 miles, four door sedan, dark
500400
Afghanistan crises, sponsored •Jan. 16, at 10 a.m. at the
lb
77.00-88.00;
690-800
lb
74.5°roof,
blue
interior,
vinyl
light
cloth
blue, light blue
78.30; 435485 lb 71.75-78 25; 300-500 lb
by the Murray-Calloway Douglas Community Center.
power steering, power brakes, air, tilt wheel, cruise
72.00-82.00; 500-700 lb TO 00-77 00; hotsCounty
Ministerial
teins 400400 lb 65 00-75.00; 600-885 lb
control, AM-FM radio, split seats.
Dr. Maupin said the lesson
60.00-71.25; heifert,300-500 lb 70.00-76.00;
Association, will be held. this week will be on,' Target500-730 lb 67.25-75,00; 300-500 lb 62.0044800
Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 12 noon The Elderly: Schemes, Con
70.00; 500-700 lb 60.0048.00; stack cows
:
.
Apr
an-sse.ib
.50.0041.00, Nam 411.06- at the St. Leo's Catholic Games, and lkftrOffs." The
OillAUTV
Keep That Gretif
kw*
GM
SWAM PARTS
54.00;
Church North 12th Stryt lessons will continue on Jan.
Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts steady:
With Genuine
GE:NETIAL MOTC441 POETS DIVI:1431111
4sOT•iiMurray.'
1-2 210-240 lb 38 50-38 80, 240-250 lb 380030, Feb. 13, and Feb. 27 on"
3850; 210-250 lb 3750-3600. 250-270 lb
This weekly service is held 'TConsumer Issues for Senior
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Miss Mullins Dies
Sunday With Rites.
Being Held Today

Del

The Miller Funeral' Home is
proud to announce the completion of its new chapel.
We'd like to invite everyone
to come by and see our new
facilities.
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All Kentucky and Tennessee burial policies guaranteed

492-8758

Stock Market
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The Decor Store

We Except
VisaliMaster Charge
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Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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Tarpe
Sculptured Shag
Plush

Andre Kostelanetz Dies
At 78 Of Pneumonia
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* *STEAK SALE * *

SPECIAL Aft
SIRLOIN ea
PLATTER 8.„,.$3.98

Hog Market •

• SIRLOIN WFD

Nulty Colored
Plush $9.95 Sg. Id.
Vinyls
Armstrong
Congolum
Mannington
Gat
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$7.35

Per Sal.

$5.75

Per Sal.

Livestock Market

Prayer Services To
Be Held Wednesday

Aero Draperies
20
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Enterior Latex
$18.25
2Oal./ail Only
lgal. Pail Only $11.50

Latex Enamel
$11.75 Per Sal.

Classes Planned At
Douglas Center On
Wednesday Morning

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Commercial
$5.50
Many More
We Install
Free Estimates

Interior Latex
Flat Wall
Sal.
$5.45 Par'
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$11.00 Ptr'Sg. Va.
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All Our Paint On
Sale Now!

Storewide Reduction
All Gift Items
10 Per Cent Off
Many Gift Items 25 Per Cent Off
All Wicker Reduced
Unfinished Furniture Reduced
Light Fixtures _
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All Fireplace Items
Cost & Below!
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WallOaptir In-StooteSpecial Sale
$4.00 Per Single $4.50 Per Single
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